








DEDICATED TO ALL MEN AND WOMEN
OF OUR ARMED SERVICES
While you are browsing through this year's Town Report, please take a few
moments to give thanks to all the men and women serving our country in our
Armed Forces, especially those serving in Iraq and Afghanistan. These are
the dedicated service men and women who place their lives on the line daily
so that we may enjoy our many freedoms. Let us not take their commitment
for granted and let us all pray for their safe return.
Photo courtesy of the US Army
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— 2006 Town Meeting Minutes
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF JAFFREY
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
2006
Elections - March 14, 2006 (8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)
Business Meeting - March 18, 2006 (9:00 a.m.)
TO: The inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County of Cheshire, in
the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium in said
Jaffrey on Tuesday, the 14th of March, 2006 at eight o'clock in the fore-
noon (polls close at 7:00 p.m.) to vote for the town officers and to act on
other questions as required by law to be decided by official ballot. Pur-
suant to RSA 39:2a and the vote of the Town at the adjourned session
of Town Meeting on March 13, 1979 and the Town Meeting on March
13, 1993, the business portion of the meeting will be recessed until nine
o'clock in the forenoon, Saturday, March 18th, 2006, at which time the
Town will act on all subjects described in the following Warrant Articles
except those requiring action by official ballot:
Art. 1. To choose the following Town Officers: (by Official Ballot)
Selectman - one person for three-year term- G. Clay Hollister
Selectman - one person for two-year term - Richard Lambert
Moderator - one person for two-year term - Marc P. Tieger
Trustee of Trust Funds - one person for three-year term - Gary Arceci
Library Trustee - one person for three-year term - Mary Jo Marvin
Library Trustee - one person for three-year term - Tuesday Wright
(by write-in) accepted position
Supervisor of the Checklist - one-person for six-year term -
Kathleen Sterling
Supervisor of the Checklist - one-person for two-year term -
Caroline Hollister
Art. 2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following amendments to
the Jaffrey Zoning Ordinance, as prepared by the Jaffrey Planning Board,
to be voted on by Official Ballot: (The exact text, and related material, of
each of these proposed changes is available at the Town Clerk's office and
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at the polling place.)
1. Are you in favor of Amendment #1 to the Land Use Plan as proposed
by the Jaffrey Planning Board? This amendment expands the Gen-
eral Business District (West) to include the former Industrial District
(West) (Moore's Garage), located in the Blake Street area.
Yes-920 No- 163
2. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #2 to the Land Use
Plan as proposed by the Planning Board? This amendment adds
Public Recreation Facilities to the list of permitted uses in the
Commercial and General Business Districts.
Yes- 957 No- 135
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 to the Land Use
Plan as proposed by the Planning Board? This amendment expands
the area of the General Business District (West), on the west side
of River Street in a southerly direction to the south shore of
Mountain Brook Reservoir.
Yes-820 No-260
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 to the Land
Use Plan as proposed by the Planning Board? This amendment
expands the Industrial District (Northeast) further east running
the district to the Sharon town line.
Yes-765 No-300
5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 to the Jaffrey
Floodplain Development Ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board? This amendment reflects changes required by
FEMA.
Yes-927 No- 132
6. Are you in favor of the repeaHng the existing Public Capital
FaciHties and School Facilities Impact Fee Ordinance and adopting
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the new Capital Facilities Impact Fee Ordinance for New
Development?
Yes-637 No-337
The meeting was called to order, and the attendants were asked to stand
as the Boy Scouts from Troop 33, Talon Facteau, Michael Sisk and Locke
Trimble presented the colors and led the assembly in the Pledge of Alle-
giance. After which Mr. Tieger (the moderator) asked everyone to remain
standing as he read the following:
"Once again we come together to help guide and decide the business of
the Town for the coming year. We are citizens with different philosophies
and different options and yet we are united in our common purpose - the
continuing commitment to the well being of this wonderful town, which
we are so fortunate to call home.
We come with heavy hearts and confused minds, as we continue to ob-
serve world events. For some of us this anxiety is intensified as our sons
and daughters, husbands and wives, and those of our friends have been
called to the service of their country. Please know that our thoughts and
prayers are with them, and with you, in these most difficult times. We also
respect and understand the rights of those with differing opinions and we
sympathize with them in their anguish also. Above all we are reminded
again of how fortunate we are to live in the United States of America
where the rights of all are respected.
As we reflect on the losses our community has endured during the past
year we re-affirm in silence our gratitude to those men and women of our
community who are no longer with us. Let us honor their memories by
continuing their task.
So let us listen and question, let us speak and let us debate with civility and
respect, let us learn from others even as we put forth our own views, and
when the meeting is over let us leave with the knowledge that the tradition
of our Jaffrey Town Meeting, and our role of participation in it remains
stronger than ever. Please join me in a few moments of silent meditation
and reflection."
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Mr. Tieger then asked the Recreation Director and the Board of Selectmen
to come forward. Mike Shea, the President of the Jaffrey-Rindge Rotary
Ckib, was recognized to speak. Mr. Shea presented the Jaffrey Recreation
Department and the Board of Selectmen with a check for $15,000 towards
the completion of the new ball fields at the proposed Community Center.
Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, Clay Hollister was then recognized.
He presented the following resolutions:
"Whereas, Gerard Grenier has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction for 35 years as Memorial Day Parade Marshall;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 1 8, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas, Jennifer Roth has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction for 4 years as a member of the Zoning Board;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 18, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas, Robin Mazejka has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction for 7 years as a member of the Planning Board;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 18, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas, Sam Greene has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction for 8 years as a member of the Planning Board;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 18, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
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"Whereas, Peter McLaughlin has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor
and distinction for 3 years as a member of the Historical District Commis-
sion;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 18, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas, Michael Provost has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor
and distinction for 2 years as a member of the Economic Development
Council;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 18, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas, Alex Gutterman has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction for 2 years as a member of the Conservation Commission;
Now, therefore be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 18, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas, Sylvia Hamilton has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction for 21 years as a Supervisor of the Checklist;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 18, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas, Juliette DeGrandpre has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor
and distinction for 9 years as a Supervisor of the Checklist;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 18, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
17
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the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas, Michael Barlick has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction for 6 _ years as a member of the Board of Selectmen;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 18, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas, Jeanne LaBrie has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction for 12 _ years as member of the Board of Selectmen;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 18, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas, Barry Miller has served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction for 10 years as a member of the Economic Development Coun-
cil;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 18, 2006, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
There was a round of applause. Mr. Tieger moved to accept the resolutions
by acclamation. So moved and seconded.
The Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, Clay Hollister then offered the
following:
A PROCLAMATION
In recognition of the Centennial of
The Jaffrey Center Village Improvement Society
WHEREAS, on August 27, 1906, ten residents came together to form a
village improvement society "to improve and to ornament the streets and
18
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public grounds ot Jaffrey Center;" and
WHEREAS, since then, and for one hundred years, the Town of Jaffrey
and the Jaffrey Center Village Improvement Society have worked together
to preserve and enhance the Jaffrey Center Village; and
WHEREAS, together and for the benefit of all, the town and the soci-
ety have preserved and maintained The Meetinghouse, The Old Burying
Ground, The Horsesheds, Melville Academy, and 16 acres of commons,
parks, lawns and meadows in the village; and
WHEREAS, The Town of Jaffrey places great value on the importance of
voluntary organizations in bettering our community;
NOW, THEREFORE, The Selectmen of the Town of Jaffrey do recognize
and congratulate the Jaffrey Center Village Improvement Society on its
One Hundredth Anniversary and encourage all Jaffrey residents to take
note and to celebrate the accomplishments of the Jaffrey Center Village
Improvement Society."
Mr. Hollister asked the members of the VIS to stand; there was a round of
applause. Mr. Tieger moved to accept the proclamation by acclamation. So
moved and seconded.
Susan Leach was then recognized. She wanted to let us know that the
Community Center Committee is "alive and well and exists, but to be sure
we want your input because this center is for our entire community. For
our youth, for our families and for our senior citizens." Mrs. Leach went
on to say that there some handouts at everyone's seat about the committee
and who they are and also a survey.
Mr. Tieger recognized that State Representatives Susan Emerson, Bonnie
Mitchell and Steve Pelkey were attending the meeting and that they would
be available after the meeting is adjourned for the purpose of reporting to
the voters major current issues before the legislature, to solicit options and
views on the same, and to respond to questions and concerns of citizens, as
was per requested in a resolution at the end ofTown Meeting last year. Mr.
Tieger invited everyone who is interested to stay for this forum.
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Mr. Tieger thanked Jeanne LaBrie for the handout that gives a history of
town meeting,
Mr. Tieger thanked Michael Barlick for the free lunch that he put together
for voters and workers at the Tuesday elections.
Mr. Tieger thanked TEAM Jaffrey for setting up the refreshment stand in
the lobby today.
Mr. Tieger then asked all those who were on various Boards, Committees,
Village Improvement Society, Commission and employees in any of the
departments for the Town, to stand in order to be recognized for their ser-
vice and dedication.
Mr. Tieger announced that the Volunteer of the Year was Betts Balentine.
Mr. Tieger introduced the front tables where the Selectmen, Town Man-
ager, Assistant Moderator, Town Clerk, Budget Committee Chairman, Fire
Chief, Police Chief, Head Librarian, DPW Director, and Recreation Direc-
tor.
Mr. Tieger then went over the ground rules for the meeting. Mr. Tieger
said that requests for secret ballot vote were asked for articles 12, 14, and
15. The mic handlers for meeting were introduced as Samantha Chamber-
lain, Sam Rathbum and Dylan Sistare.
Mr. Tieger asked that those newly elected officials to come to the front
immediately after the meeting to be sworn in.
Mr. Tieger proposed to waive reading of the Warrant in its entirely. It was
so moved and seconded.
Mr. Tieger then read the results from Tuesday's Election.
Art. 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum, not
to exceed. One Million Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1 ,800,000) for
the purpose of extending a water main to the Stone Arch Bridge Industrial
Park located on Old Sharon Road, to include acquisition of land, if neces-
sary, to construct any related improvements, and any other costs related
20
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thereto. The said sum is to be raised through the issuance of bonds or
notes in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33: 1 , et seq., as
amended, and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept
federal, state or other aid, if any, which may become available for said
project and to comply with all laws applicable to this project; to authorize
the Selectmen to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and notes
to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms
thereof; and any other vote relative thereto. This bond is contingent upon
receipt of a $500,000 grant from the federal government, further, without
impairing the status of this bond as a general obligation bond of the Town,
it is the intention and expectation of the Selectmen that debt service on this
bond will be paid by water user fees and Stone Arch Bridge TIFD funds.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee. 2/3 Ballot
Vote Required.
This article was passed over.
Art. 4. That all reports submitted by Town Officers be accepted as read
and as printed in the Town Report.
So moved and seconded. Selectman Frank Sterling addressed the article.
Dick Olson offered the following amendment:
"THAT ALL REPORTS SUBMITTED BY TOWN OFFICERS BE AC-
CEPTED AS READ AND PRINTED IN THE TOWN REPORT EXCEPT
FOR REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN . REPORT OF THE
TOWN MANAGER . AND REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WELFARE UNTIL AFOREMENTIONED BOARDS ACTIONS HAVE
BEEN REVIEWED FOR CONFLICTS OF INTEREST AND ETHICS
AND CONDUCT VIOLATIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH STATE
LAWS. REVIEW SHALL BE CONDUCTED BY AT LEAST THREE
MEMBERS OF THE LEGAL SERVICES AND GOVERNMENT AF-
FAIRS DEPARTMENT OF (NHMA) NEW HAMPSHIRE MUNICIPAL
ASSOCIATION. THIS BODY SHALL REVIEW PROCEDURES, POLI-
CIES, AND PRACTICES AND SHALL PUBLISH A REPORT FOR THE
BENEFIT OF THE CITIZENS OF JAFFREY ACCEPTANCE OF RE-
PORTS SHALL BE CONDUCTED AT THE NEXT ANNUAL MEET-
ING."
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Mr. Olson addressed his amendment.
Only one person made a comment urging to vote the amendment down.
With no other discussion it was moved to vote on the amendment.
The amendment failed by voice vote.
No one wished to discuss the main motion, so it was moved to a vote.
The article was passed by voice vote.
Art. 5. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included
in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town and the
Police union, AFSCME local 3657 that calls for the following increases in
salaries and benefits, this amount is included in Article 9. Recommended
by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Year Estimated Increase in Cost Items
2006 $(18,611)
So moved and seconded. Selectwoman Jeanne LaBrie addressed the ar-
ticle.
After very brief discussion it was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 6. Shall Jaffrey, if Article 5 is defeated, authorize the governing body
to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 5 cost items
only?
The article was passed over.
Art. 7. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included
in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town and the
Public Works union, AFSCME local 2973 that calls for the following in-
crease in salaries and benefits, this amount is included in Article 9. Rec-
ommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
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Year Estimated Increase in Cost Items
2006 $22,870
So moved and seconded. Selectwoman Jeanne LaBrie addressed the ar-
ticle.
With no discussion the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 8. Shall Jaffrey, if Article 7 is defeated, authorize the governing body
to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 7 cost items
only?
The article was passed over.
Art. 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6,205,671 for general municipal operations. Recommended by the Se-
lectmen and Budget Committee.
So moved and seconded. Chairman of the Budget Committee Bob Bus-
siere addressed the article.
John Field moved to reduce the budget by $500,000, "To see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,705,671 for general mu-
nicipal operations." Rand Hinman seconded this.
After a brief comment the amendment was moved to a vote.
The amendment failed by voice vote.
No one wished to discussion the main motion, so it was moved to a vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$42,766 to pay the first year's lease payment on a new fire engine for the
Fire Department. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Commit-
tee.
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So moved and seconded. Selectman Clay Hollister addressed the article.
With no discussion the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,481 to pay the final lease payment on the Fire Department command
vehicle. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
So moved and seconded. Selectman Clay Hollister addressed the article.
With no discussion the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000 to support the Jaffrey-Rindge Memorial Ambulance for the ensu-
ing year. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
So moved and seconded. Selectman Frank Sterling addressed the article.
After a period of questions, answers and comments the article was moved
to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $20,000 to cover part of the cost to paint the tower and steeple on the
Meetinghouse. The balance of the funds will come from the Meetinghouse
Trust Fund. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
So moved and seconded. Selectman Frank Sterling addressed the article.
After a brief question it was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
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of $60,000 for the purchase and installation of a Fire Apparatus Vehicle
Exhaust System in the Jaffrey Fire Station. Submitted by Petition. Not
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
So moved and seconded. Fire Chief David Chamberlain addressed the ar-
ticle.
After many questions, comments and debate the article was moved to a se-
cret ballot. The moderator instructed the voters to use their "A" ballot; the
polls were then opened for a reasonable amount of time to allow everyone
to vote. The results were as follows:
Yes- 91 No- 80
The article passed.
Art. 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000 for the refurbishment and repair of the 1993 Fire Engine 16-Ml.
This refurbishment and repair will extend the useful life of this apparatus
for approximately another 12 to 15 years. Submitted by Petition. Not
recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
So moved and seconded. Fire Chief David Chamberlain addressed the ar-
ticle.
After some brief comments and questions the article was moved to a secret
ballot. The moderator instructed the voters to use their "B" ballot; the polls
were then opened for a reasonable amount of time to allow everyone to
vote. The results were as follows:
Yes-69 No- 100
The article failed.
Art. 16. To see if the Town will vote to accept the revised Stone Arch
Bridge Tax Increment Finance District Financing Plan.
So moved and seconded. Selectman Clay Hollister addressed the article.
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After a few comments and questions the article was moved to a vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will vote to accept the revised Downtown Tax
Increment Finance District Financing Plan.
So moved and seconded. Selectman Frank Sterling addressed the article.
After some brief questions and comments the article was moved to a
vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,000 for the support of the Monadnock Community Early Learning
Center, a non-profit agency, or take any other action relating thereto. Sub-
mitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Com-
mittee.
So moved and seconded. Patty Farmer addressed the article.
After some brief comments the article was move to a vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6,966 for Monadnock Family Services, or take any other action relating
thereto. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Budget Committee.
So moved and seconded. Joe Manning addressed the article.
After some comments and questions the article was moved to a vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Assistant Moderator Phil Cournoyer moderated the next two articles.
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Art. 20. To see if the Town will vole to raise and appropriate the sum of
$17,000 to support HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community
Services to support the continuance of visiting nursing services being pro-
vided to the residents of Jaffrey. Submitted by Petition. Recommended
by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
So moved and seconded. Diane Fukuda addressed the article.
With no discussion the article was moved to a vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000 to help support the work of The Community Kitchen, Inc. in
Keene, NH. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and
the Budget Committee.
So moved and seconded. Bill Jackson addressed the article.
After a brief comment the article was moved to a vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Moderator Marc Tieger then took back over moderating the meeting.
Art. 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,500 to help support Southwestern Community Services, Inc., a private
non-profit, multi-service, anti-poverty agency. This amount represents 1
per cent of the value of services rendered to Jaffrey residents from July 1
,
2004 through June 30, 2005. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by
the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
So moved and seconded. Kathy Batchelder addressed the article.
With no discussion the article was moved to a vote.
The article was passed by voice vote.
Art. 23. To see if the Town will vote to accept a piece of property known
as the Small Pox Cemetery located off Fitch Road.
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So moved and seconded. Selectwoman Jeanne LaBrie addressed the ar-
ticle.
After some background history, comments and questions the article was
moved to a vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 24. To see if the Town will vote to designate Ingalls Road from Gilm-
ore Pond Road to the Rindge Town line as a Scenic Road as provided by
NH RSA 23 1 : 1 57. Submitted by Petition.
So moved and seconded. Josh Penick addressed the article.
After some lively questions and comments the article was moved to a se-
cret ballot. The moderator instructed everyone to use his or her "C" ballot.
The polls were open for a reasonable amount of time. The results were as
follows:
Yes- 39 No- 97
The article failed.
Art. 25. To take up any other business which may come legally before
this meeting.
Owen Houghton was recognized to speak. He thanked everyone, on behalf
of the Community Center Committee, for their input and reminded every-
one to either drop off their surveys in the back or to mail them in.
In regards to the Community Center Committee he respectfully asks the
Board of Selectmen if they would include that committee as a standing
committee under reports for the town's 2007 annual report and to have the
committee added to the moderators list as a recognized committee of the
town.
Mr. Houghton also wanted to refer to page 26 of the minutes of last years
meeting in which we took up a resolution related to involving citizens in
the Master Planning process and ask Selectmen Representive Hollister or
Mike Shea (Chairman of the Planning Board) what the progress is related
28
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to that resolution.
Mike Shea responded that there is to be a meeting at the Jaffrey Fire Sta-
tion on the 29th at 7:00 for the board and any citizens interested in the
Master Plan; that there would be discussion, review and formation of
chapter committees. Everyone interested is invited to come.
Bob Chamberlain was then recognized to speak. He wanted to clarify what
part of "Thomdike Pond Road" was scenic and he said that it was only a
portion and that was the part that was once known as "Slade Road".
Selectman Frank Sterling was then recognized to speak. He wanted to
commend everyone for an expeditiously handling of this meeting and
thanked everyone for coming.
Mr. Tieger then read the results for Article 24. He reminded everyone about
the citizen's forum that was to follow the meeting, as well as the swearing
in of newly elected officials. He then asked if anyone they would make a
motion to adjourn. So moved and seconded.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWNOFJAFFREY
SPECIALTOWN MEETING WARRANT
Saturday, September 9, 2006 (9:00a.m.)
To: The inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County of Cheshire, in
the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium in said
Jaffrey on September 9, 2006 at 9:00AM for the sole purpose to consider
and vote upon the warrant article below.
Article 1.
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum, not to ex-
ceed, SEVENTEEN MILLION, FOUR HUNDRED SIXTYTHOUSAND
DOLLARS ($17,460,000) for the purpose of upgrading the wastewater
treatment facility to meet all requirements of the US EPA and NH DES for
treatment of the wastewater before it is discharged into the Contoocook,
to construct any related treatment facilities for the upgrade, and any other
costs related thereto. The said sum is to be raised through the issuance of
bonds or notes in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:1,
et seq., and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept
federal, state or other aid, if any, which may become available for said
project and to comply with all laws applicable to this project; to authorize
the Selectmen to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and notes
to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms
thereof; and any other vote relative thereto. This bond is to be paid 2/3 by
the sewer users and 1/3 from the general tax base. Recommended by the
Selectmen and the Budget Committee. 2/3 Ballot Vote required."
Because of the volume of people checking with the Supervisors of the
Checklist the meeting was not called to order until 9:25.
Therefore, at 9:25 the Moderator, Marc Tieger, called the meeting to order.
Mr. Tieger asked everyone to stand for the Pledge of Allegiance.
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Mr. Tieger then welcomed everyone to the meeting and went over some
general announcements. He thanked TEAM Jaffrey for refreshments.
Mr. Tieger recognized that some of our State Representatives were in at-
tendance.
Mr. Tieger recognized David Tower as advisor (he is the moderator in
Rindge and an attorney). Phil Cournoyer was recognized as the Assistant
Moderator for this meeting.
Mr. Tieger introduced the front table to his right: the Selectmen, Town
Manager Pro-Tem, Budget Committee Chairman, and Town Clerk.
Mr. Tieger introduced the table to his left: the Town Engineering Consul-
tants from Wright Pierce Engineering (Peter Atherton and Victor Krea),
New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (George Ber-
landi), and United States Environmental Protection Agency (Michael Fe-
dak, Joy J. Hilton and Denny Dart). These people where also recognized
by the Moderator as non-residents who could address questions that may
arise.
Mr. Tieger went over the ground rules for the meeting.
Mr. Tieger read the above Article 1 . So moved and seconded. Selectman
Frank Sterling addressed the article.
Peter Atherton, Vice-President of Wright Pierce Engineers, was recog-
nized to present a Power Point Presentation. This took approximately 20-
30 minutes.
Mr. Tieger opened the floor to discussion. He asked that anyone that
wished to question or make a comment on the article to please stand so
that they could be put on a list so that everyone has a fair turn. Twenty-
five people then proceeded with their opinions, questions and comments.
At 11:50 the question was moved, but as customary the people on the list
where allowed to continue.
At approximately 12:30 Joe Manning moved to amend the question, the
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Moderator was going to allow it, but Betty Royce challenged the Moder-
ator's decision. The moderator took a standing vote to let the assembly
decide. It was 87 in favor of the moderator, 1 89 against the moderator;
therefore the amendment was not entertained.
After two other speakers had their time to comment, the article was moved
to vote.
Mr. Tieger instructed the voters to use the "A" ballot; he declared the polls
open at 12:50 for one hour. The results were as follows:
Yes- 192 No- 162
The article failed to get the 2/3 majority vote.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF JAFFREY
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
2007
Elections - March 13, 2007 (8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)
Business Meeting - March 17, 2007 (9:00 a.m.)
TO: The inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County of Cheshire,
in the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium in
said Jaffrey on Tuesday, the 13th of March, 2007 at eight o'clock in
the forenoon (polls close at 7:00 p.m.) to vote for the town officers
and to act on other questions as required by law to be decided by
official ballot. Pursuant to RSA 39:2a and the vote of the Town at
the adjourned session of Town Meeting on March 13, 1979 and the
Town Meeting on March 13, 1993, the business portion of the meet-
ing will be recessed until nine o'clock in the forenoon, Saturday,
March 17th, 2007, at which time the Town will act on all subjects
described in the following Warrant Articles except those requiring
action by official ballot:
Art. 1. To choose the following Town Officers: (by Official Ballot)
Selectman - one person for three-year term
Trustee of Trust Funds - one person for three-year term
Library Trustee - one person for three-year term
Library Trustee - one person for three-year term
Art. 2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following amend-
ments to the Jaffrey Zoning Ordinances, as proposed by the Jaffrey
Planning Board, to be voted on by Official Ballot: (The exact text,
and related material, of each of these proposed changes is available
at the Town Clerk's office and at the polling place.)
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1. Are you in favor of Amendment #1 to the Jaffrey Land
Use Plan as proposed by the Planning Board? This amend-
ment rewrites the zoning description of General Business
(from Ellison Street to Cheshire Pond), Industrial District
(Tack Shop) and Residence B (South).
2. Are you in favor of Amendment #2 to the Jaffrey Land
Use Plan as proposed by the Planning Board? This amend-
ment defines land which is undevelopable, such as wetlands
and slopes greater than 25% and land subject to specific re-
quirements, such as land in the Shoreland Protective Zone.
3. Are you in favor ofAmendment #3 changing the Subdivi-
sion Regulations as proposed by the Planning Board? This
amendment requires applicants for major subdivisions (4 or
more lots) to request a meeting with the Planning Board to
discuss a proposal in conceptual form and in general terms.
4. Are you in favor of Amendment #4 to the Land Use Plan
which adds the following wording?
The term condominium refers to a form of ownership and
as such condominiums are authorized for all districts of the
Town.
Art. 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Eighteen Million Dollars ($18,000,000) (gross budget) for
the construction of a wastewater treatment plant and sewer system
including any other costs related thereto, and for related infrastruc-
ture improvements, as ordered by the U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, and to authorize the issuance of not more than Eighteen
Million Dollars ($18,000,000) of bonds and notes in accordance
with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33 et. seq.),
as amended, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue, nego-
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tiate, sell and deliver such bonds or notes, and to determine the rate
of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, and to
take any other action the Board deems appropriate to effectuate the
sale and/or issuance of said bonds and to authorize the Selectmen to
apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any, which
may become available for said project and to comply with all laws
applicable to this project; further, without impairing the status of
this bond as a general obligation bond of the Town, it is the intention
and expectation of the Selectmen that debt service on this bond will
be paid 2/3rd by Sewer User Fees and l/3rd by General Tax Rev-
enue. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
2/3 Ballot Vote Required.
Art. 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Hundred Thirty Thousand One Hundred Sixty Dollars
($530,160) (gross budget) for the final design of the upgrade to the
wastewater treatment facility, and any other costs related thereto, as
ordered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and to autho-
rize the issuance of not more than Five Hundred Thirty Thousand
One Hundred Sixty Dollars ($530,160) of bonds and notes in accor-
dance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33 et.
seq.), as amended, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue,
negotiate, sell and deliver such bonds or notes, and to determine the
rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, and
to take any other action the Board deems appropriate to effectuate
the sale and/or issuance of said bonds, and to authorize the Select-
men to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any,
which may become available for said project and to comply with all
laws applicable to this project; further, without impairing the status
of this bond as a general obligation bond of the Town, it is the inten-
tion and expectation of the Selectmen that debt service on this bond
will be paid 2/3rd by Sewer User Fees and l/3rd by General Tax
Revenue. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Commit-
tee. 2/3 Ballot Vote Required.
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Art. 5. In the event that Article #4 does not pass by the 2/3 ma-
jority ballot vote, will the Town vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Hundred Thirty Thousand One Hundred Sixty Dollars
($530,160) from the fund balance of the Sewer Fund for the final
design of the upgrade to the wastewater treatment facility, and any
other costs related thereto. Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Budget Committee. Simple Majority Vote Required.
Art. 6. That all reports submitted by Town Officers be accepted as
read and as printed in the Town Report.
Art. 7. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items in-
cluded in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the
Town and the Public Works union, AFSCME local 2973 that calls
for the following increase in salaries and benefits, this amount is
included in Article 1 1 . Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Budget Committee.
Year Estimated Increase in Cost Items
2007 $45,222
2008 $33,202
Art. 8. Shall the Town, if Article 7 is defeated, authorize the gov-
erning body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address
Article 7 cost items only?
Art. 9. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items in-
cluded in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the
Town and the Police union, AFSCME Local 3657, that calls for the
following increase in salaries and benefits, this amount is includ-
ed in Article 1 1 . Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee.
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Year Estimated Increase in Cost Items
2007 $45,393
Art. 10. Shall the Town, if Article 9 is defeated, authorize the gov-
erning body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address
Article 9 cost items only?
Art. 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $6,709,357 for general municipal operations. Recommend-
ed by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
Art. 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $25,000, and to deposit said sum into the capital reserve fund
established in 1997 under RSA 35:1, for the purpose of purchasing
new or refurbishing existing highway equipment. Recommended
by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Art. 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $25,000 and to deposit said sum into the capital reserve fund
established in 1996 under RSA 35:1, for the purpose of purchasing
new or refurbishing existing firefighting and/or rescue equipment.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Art.l4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $26,000 for the refurbishment and repair of Engine 1, a 1993
Freightliner. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Com-
mittee.
Art.15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $90,000 for the purchase of a Heavy Duty Six Wheel Dump
Truck. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Commit-
tee.
Art. 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $45,000, and to deposit said sum into the capital reserve fund
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established in 2002 under RSA 35:1, for the purpose of conducting
a Town wide property revaluation. Recommended by the Selectmen
and the Budget Committee.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1 8,000 to support the Jaffrey-Rindge Memorial Ambulance
for the ensuing year. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Bud-
get Committee.
Art. 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $7,000 for the support of the Monadnock Community Early
Learning Center, a non-profit agency, or take any other action relat-
ing thereto. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Com-
mittee.
Art. 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of no more than $200,000 from the retained earnings account
of the Water Enterprise Fund for the purpose of acquiring a parcel of
land (Map 242, Lot 1), consisting of approximately 16 acres, as the
site for a new groundwater drinking water supply and/or the protec-
tion of the Contoocook Well Aquifer, and to authorize the Selectmen
to negotiate and purchase said property for no more than $200,000;
further to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept
federal, state or other aid, if any, which may become available for
this purchase; finally, prior to the purchase the property, the Board
of Selectmen shall hold at least one (1) public hearing to discuss the
purchase. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Com-
mittee.
Art. 20. To see if the Town will vote to grant a permanent conserva-
tion easement to the Monadnock Conservancy on a parcel of Town
owned land of land (Map 239, Lot 159), of approximately thirty-
five acres, known as "Children's Woods", for the purpose of satis-
fying the State of New Hampshire's Department of Environmental




Art. 21. To see if the Town will vote to accept the revised Stone
Arch Bridge Tax Increment Finance District Financing Plan.
Art. 22. To see if the Town will vote to accept the revised Down-
town Tax Increment Finance District Financing Plan.
Art. 23. To see if the Town will vote to ratify the Conservation
Commission's decision to purchase, in the name of the Town, cer-
tain real property referred to as "60 Acres North of Cheshire Pond"
being shown on Tax Map 245, Lots 42 & 43, and Map 246, Lot 54,
as authorized under RSA 36-A:4.
Art. 24. To see in the Town will vote to create an expendable trust
fund under the provisions of RSA 31:1 9-a, to be known as the Cem-
etery Trees Fund, for the purpose of the care, maintenance, and re-
moval of trees within and around the Town's cemeteries, and to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 and to further authorize the
acceptance of privately donated gifts, legacies, and devises to be
utilized for the same purposes, with the Board of Selectmen and the
Town Manager named as agents to expend.
Art. 25. To see if the Town will vote to accept as a town roadway the
construction and completion of approximately 2,200 feet of Fitch
Road. Approved by the Jaffrey Planning Board in June 2005 and as
built to Town specifications at no cost to the Town of Jaffrey. Sub-
mitted by Petition.
Art. 26. To see if the Town will vote to accept as a town roadway
the construction and completion of approximately 1 750 feet of Lord
View Drive. Approved by the Jaffrey Planning Board September
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Art. 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $6,966.25 for Monadnock Family Services, or take any other
action relating thereto. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by
the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Art. 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $17,000 to support HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and
Community Services to support the continuance of visiting nursing
services being provided to the residents of Jaffrey. Submitted by
Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Commit-
tee.
Art. 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000 to help support the work of The Community Kitchen,
Inc. in Keene, NH. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the
Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Art. 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,800 (three thousand eight hundred dollars) to Southwest-
ern Community Services, Inc., a private non-profit, multi-service,
anti-poverty agency. This amount represents 1 per cent of the value
of services rendered to Jaffrey residents from July 1 , 2005 through
June 30, 2006. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Se-
lectmen and the Budget Committee.
Art. 31. To see if the Town will vote to prohibit the taking of any
property for private or public use by the Town of Jaffrey through the
eminent domain process, except for water or sewer road frontage.
Submitted by Petition.
Art. 32. To see if the Town will vote to go on record in support of
effective actions by the President and the Congress to address the is-
sue of climate change, which is increasingly harmful to the environ-
ment and economy of New Hampshire, and to the future well being
of the people of Jaffrey.
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These actions include:
1. Establishment of a national program requiring reduc-
tions of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions while protecting
the U.S. economy.
2. Creation of a major national research initiative to fos-
ter rapid development of sustainable energy technologies
thereby stimulating new jobs and investment.
In addition, the Town of Jaffrey encourages New Hampshire Citi-
zens to work for emission reductions within their communities, and
we ask our Selectmen to consider the appointment of a voluntary
energy committee to recommend local steps to save energy and re-
duce emissions.
The record of the vote on this article shall be transmitted to the New
Hampshire Congressional Delegation, to the President of the United
States, and to declared candidates for those offices.
Submitted by Petition.
Art. 33. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following:
"Vacancies on Town of Jaffrey Boards and Committees shall be ad-
vertised in the local newspapers and on the Town's website at least
four weeks prior to appointment by the Town Manager, Board of
Selectmen, or Chair of said committee. The purpose for which is to
solicit volunteers". Submitted by Petition.
Art. 34. To see if the Town will vote to approve the formation of
a five member Ethics Oversight Committee to be appointed by the
Town Moderator and being diverse in political, gender, and voca-
tion. Said committee shall be responsible for update of the Town's
code of ethics guidelines, education of board and committee mem-
bers, and act as a resource for addressing complaints or questions.
Complaints addressed to the chair of the Oversight Committee for
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fact finding and reported to the Board of Selectmen. The scope of
the committee shall include but not be limited to conflicts of interest,
public disclosure or misuse of confidential nature, gifts, retaliatory
actions, sexual or physical harassment, abuse of power, inappropri-
ate behavior, fairness, or violations of town and state ordinances and
statutes. Submitted by Petition.
Art. 35. To see if the Town will vote to separate the Town Manag-
er's Position from the Town Counsel's Position so as to eliminate
any possibility of conflicts of interest. The position ofTown Counsel
shall be a "non employee" of the town of Jaffrey, NH. Submitted by
Petition.
Art. 36. To take up any other business, which may come legally
before this meeting.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWNOFJAFFREY
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
2007
Elections - March 13, 2007 (8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)
Business Meeting - March 17, 2007 (9:00 a.m.)
TO: The inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County of Cheshire, in
the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium in said
Jaffrey on Tuesday, the 13th of March, 2007 at eight o'clock in the fore-
noon (polls close at 7:00 p.m.) to vote for the town officers and to act on
other questions as required by law to be decided by official ballot. Pur-
suant to RSA 39:2a and the vote of the Town at the adjourned session
of Town Meeting on March 13, 1979 and the Town Meeting on March
13, 1993, the business portion of the meeting will be recessed until nine
o'clock in the forenoon, Saturday, March 17th, 2007, at which time the
Town will act on all subjects described in the following Warrant Articles
except those requiring action by official ballot:
Art. 1. To choose the following Town Officers: (by Official Ballot)
Selectman - one person for three-year term
Trustee of Trust Funds - one person for three-year term
Library Trustee - one person for three-year term
Library Trustee - one person for three-year term
Art. 2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following amendments to
the Jaffrey Zoning Ordinances, as proposed by the Jaffrey Planning Board,
to be voted on by Official Ballot: (The exact text, and related material, of
each of these proposed changes is available at the Town Clerk's office and
at the polling place.)
1 . Are you in favor ofAmendment #1 to the Jaffrey Land Use
Plan as proposed by the Planning Board? This amendment
rewrites the zoning description of General Business (from El-
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lison Street to Cheshire Pond), Industrial District (Tack Shop)
and Residence B (South).
2. Are you in favor ofAmendment #2 to the Jaffrey Land Use
Plan as proposed by the Planning Board? This amendment
defines land which is undevelopable, such as wetlands and
slopes greater than 25% and land subject to specific require-
ments, such as land in the Shoreland Protective Zone.
3. Are you in favor of Amendment #3 changing the Subdivi-
sion Regulations as proposed by the Planning Board? This
amendment requires applicants for major subdivisions (4 or
more lots) to request a meeting with the Planning Board to
discuss a proposal in conceptual form and in general terms.
4. Are you in favor of Amendment #4 to the Land Use Plan
which adds the following wording? The term condominium
refers to a form of ownership and as such condominiums are
authorized for all districts of the Town.
Art. 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Eighteen Million Dollars ($18,000,000) (gross budget) for the construc-
tion of a wastewater treatment plant and sewer system including any oth-
er costs related thereto, and for related infrastructure improvements, as
ordered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and to authorize
the issuance of not more than Eighteen Million Dollars ($18,000,000) of
bonds and notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Fi-
nance Act (RSA 33 et. seq.), as amended, and to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver such bonds or notes, and
to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms
thereof, and to take any other action the Board deems appropriate to effec-
tuate the sale and/or issuance of said bonds and to authorize the Selectmen
to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any, which may
become available for said project and to comply with all laws applicable
to this project; further, without impairing the status of this bond as a gen-
eral obligation bond of the Town, it is the intention and expectation of the
Selectmen that debt service on this bond will be paid 2/3rd by Sewer User
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Fees and l/3rd by General Tax Revenue. Recommended by the Selectmen
and the Budget Committee. 2/3 Ballot Vote Required.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Town faces a federally mandated
upgrade to the Wastewater Treatment Facility. This has been a very
long, on-going project that is finally coming to fruition. The Town re-
ceived the first Order to upgrade the treatment process from the State
of NH in 1995. Since that time, the town has expended significant
dollars ($4.9 M) to seek a more cost effective solution to this prob-
lem. The state DES and USEPA allowed the town to delay the project
while seeking a more cost effective solution. We believe all options
have been explored. In 2003, the USEPA took over enforcement of
the project from the NHDES which is the order we must now comply.
We do not relish putting forward these articles any more than you rel-
ish voting on them. However, We have no choice but to upgrade our
system to meet today's wastewater treatment requirements.
Art. 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Five Hundred Thirty Thousand One Hundred Sixty Dollars ($530,160)
(gross budget) for the final design of the upgrade to the wastewater treat-
ment facility, and any other costs related thereto, as ordered by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and to authorize the issuance of not
more than Five Hundred Thirty Thousand One Hundred Sixty Dollars
($530,160) of bonds and notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33 et. seq.), as amended, and to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver such bonds or
notes, and to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and
other terms thereof, and to take any other action the Board deems appro-
priate to effectuate the sale and/or issuance of said bonds, and to authorize
the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if
any, which may become available for said project and to comply with all
laws applicable to this project; further, without impairing the status of this
bond as a general obligation bond of the Town, it is the intention and ex-
pectation of the Selectmen that debt service on this bond will be paid 2/3rd
by Sewer User Fees and l/3rd by General Tax Revenue. Recommended by
the Selectmen and the Budget Committee. 2/3 Ballot Vote Required.
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LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: In 2004, the Town authorized a bond
article in the amount of $892,000 for the design of the new wastewater
treatment facihty. Since that vote was taken, the USEPA advised that
Town that treatment for phosphorus should be incorporated in the new
facility. This treatment required additional design work. Additionally,
the Town hired a water quality expert to assist the Town in the evalua-
tion of the Contoocook RiverTMDL study completed by the NHDES.
This study is necessary to determine the final effluent limits that will
be incorporated in the Town's wastewater discharge permit. This con-
sultant also assisted the designer of the facility with parameters upon
which to base the design of the facility. Additional costs were incurred
to complete additional value engineering of the final design to mini-
mize both capital and operations and maintenance costs. This value
engineering resulted in the redesign of the facility. This redesign is
estimated to have reduced the capital costs by approximately $1 Mil-
lion. This work was necessary to keep in compliance with the EPA
Administrative Order. These costs have been incurred. This article
provides the necessary authorization to incur these costs and include
the costs in the total project bonding.
Art. 5 .In the event that Article #4 does not pass by the 2/3 majority ballot
vote, will the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hun-
dred Thirty Thousand One Hundred Sixty Dollars ($530,160) from the
fund balance of the Sewer Fund for the final design of the upgrade to the
wastewater treatment facility, and any other costs related thereto. Recom-
mended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee. Simple Majority
Vote Required.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: As delineated in Article 4, the Town
incurred additional costs related to the design of the facility. In the
event that Article 4 does not pass, funds must be appropriated from
the Sewer Revenue Account, also referred to as the Sewer Surplus, to
cover these costs. The current balance in the Sewer Revenue Account
is $1,265,000. These dollars have been held in reserve to buffer fu-
ture sewer rate increases. If article 4 passes, then the article is passed
over.
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Art. 6. That all reports submitted by Town Officers be accepted as read
and as printed in the Town Report.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The purpose of this article is simply to
accept all reports as printed in the Town Report, and to take the op-
portunity to discuss them if anyone has a question.
Art. 7. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included
in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town and the
Public Works union, AFSCME local 2973 that calls for the following in-
crease in salaries and benefits, this amount is included in Article 11. Rec-
ommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.




LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: When a multi-year agreement has been
reached between the governing body and the representative union, the
governing body has a legal responsibility to do all that it can to have
the agreement ready for voter approval/disapproval. As a recent le-
gal decision, the "Sanborn Decision", states, ratification (approval)
requires full knowledge of the financial terms of the collective bar-
gaining agreement, thus all the cost items for the entire length of the
contract must be disclosed and ratified.
Art. 8. Shall the Town, if Article 7 is defeated, authorize the governing
body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 7 cost
items only?
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article is a requirement to allow
the Town to delegate the authority to the Selectmen to call one special
town meeting to reconsider Article 7 should it fail. If Article 7 passes,
then this article is passed over.
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Art. 9. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included
in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town and the
Police union, AFSCME Local 3657, that calls for the following increase in
salaries and benefits, this amount is included in Article 11. Recommended
by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Year Estimated Increase in Cost Items
2007 $45,393
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article allows for the continuation
of the contract as agreed to by the Town and the Police Union and the
payment of the cost items included therein.
Art. 10. Shall the Town, if Article 9 is defeated, authorize the governing
body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 9 cost
items only?
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article is a requirement to allow the
Town to delegate the authority to the Selectmen to call one special
town meeting to reconsider Article 9 should it fail. If Article 9 passes,
then this article is passed over.
Art. 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6,709,357 for general municipal operations. Recommended by the Se-
lectmen and Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is the article which provides the
funds necessary to operate the Town on an annual basis. This includes
all salaries, maintenance, supplies and programs which are funded and
operated by the Town.
Art. 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000, and to deposit said sum into the capital reserve fund established
in 1997 under RSA 35:1, for the purpose of purchasing new or refurbish-
ing existing highway equipment. Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Budget Committee.
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LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: A Capital Reserve Fund is like a savings
account for future expenditures. By putting a portion of the final cost
aside on a regular basis you try to avoid a big jump in the tax rate, or
the necessity to borrow. The current balance of this capital reserve
fund as of November 30, 2006 is $ 76,345.87.
Art. 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000 and to deposit said sum into the capital reserve fund established
in 1996 under RSA 35:1, for the purpose of purchasing new or refurbish-
ing existing firefighting and/or rescue equipment. Recommended by the
Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: A Capital Reserve Fund is like a savings
account for future expenditures. By putting a portion of the final cost
aside on a regular basis you try to avoid a big jump in the tax rate, or
the necessity to borrow. The current balance of this capital reserve
fund as of November 30, 2006 is $ 11 ,688.58.
Art.l4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$26,000 for the refurbishment and repair of Engine 1, a 1993 Freightliner.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Fire Department has identified sev-
eral repairs to this equipment that are necessary to remain in service.
Art.15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$90,000 for the purchase of a Heavy Duty Six Wheel Dump Truck. Rec-
ommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is to replace a 1993 CMC. This
is a regular replacement item and is included in the Town's approved
Capital Replacement schedule.
Art. 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$45,000, and to deposit said sum into the capital reserve fund established
in 2002 under RSA 35 : 1 , for the purpose of conducting a Town wide prop-
erty revaluation. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Com-
mittee.
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LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: A Capital Reserve Fund is like a savings
account for future expenditures. By putting a portion of the final cost
aside on a regular basis you try to avoid a big jump in the tax rate, or
the necessity to borrow. State law requires revaluation every 5 years.
The town's last revaluation was in 2005. The current balance of this
capital reserve fund as of November 30, 2006 is $ 0.00.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$18,000 to support the Jaffrey-Rindge Memorial Ambulance for the ensu-
ing year. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Jaffrey-Rindge Memorial Ambu-
lance has submitted this request to the Town, which is $4,000 less than
last year's request. The Selectmen and Budget Committee have met
with the Board of Directors of the ambulance service and heartily sup-
port this petition.
Art. 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,000 for the support of the Monadnock Community Early Learning
Center, a non-profit agency, or take any other action relating thereto. Rec-
ommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is an article that appears annually
and provides a community benefit to the residents of Jaffrey and the
Region.
Art. 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of no
more than $200,000 from the retained earnings account of the Water En-
terprise Fund for the purpose of acquiring a parcel of land (Map 242, Lot
1), consisting of approximately 16 acres, as the site for a new groundwater
drinking water supply and/or the protection of the Contoocook Well Aqui-
fer, and to authorize the Selectmen to negotiate and purchase said property
for no more than $200,000; further to authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any, which may become
available for this purchase; finally, prior to the purchase the property, the
Board of Selectmen shall hold at least one ( 1 ) public hearing to discuss the
purchase. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
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LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: Late in 2006, the owner of the property
approached the town to see if there was any interest in purchasing the
property. The property was identified as having the potential for a
municipal drinking water well. Preliminary evaluation of the property,
including installation of a small diameter test wells and pump test have
shown promise. If the site is determined viable as a well supply, it
could be considered the redundant well for the Contoocook Lake Well.
This property is also up gradient of the Contoocook well and could
be considered as protection of the aquifer. There exist state grants to
assist in the purchase of the property, the exact amount of which is
unknown at this time. The current balance of the Water Enterprise
fund is $910,946.
Art. 20. To see if the Town will vote to grant a permanent conservation
easement to the Monadnock Conservancy on a parcel ofTown owned land
of land (Map 239, Lot 159), of approximately thirty-five acres, known
as "Children's Woods", for the purpose of satisfying the State of New
Hampshire's Department of Environmental Services wetland mitigation
requirement related to the Union Street Ball Field Project.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: When wetlands are disturbed during
construction, in this case a town owned ball field, the disturbed or de-
stroyed wetlands must be recreated elsewhere nearby, or additional
land of a greater amount must be set aside forever, never to be devel-
oped, to take the place of the former wetlands.
Art. 21. To see if the Town will vote to accept the revised Stone Arch
Bridge Tax Increment Finance District Financing Plan.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: In an effort to keep the Town apprised of
the activities of the two TIFDs, we are placing the financing plans on
the warrant every year. The Stone Arch Bridge TIED, located mostly
along Route 202 from DD Beans and along Old Sharon Road, cur-
rently funds the new bridge which was built in 2002.
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Art. 22. To see if the Town will vote to accept the revised Downtown Tax
Increment Finance District Financing Plan.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Downtown TIFD covers all of the
downtown area. It funds a contribution to TEAM Jaffrey to help sup-
port their efforts, and it also funds the bond payment on the purchase
of the property in 2005 for a new community center. In 2006, we also
plan to provide funds for a continuation of the Rails to Trails behind
the Monadnock Shopping Plaza, Community Center planning, a match
for a federal grant for pedestrian improvements in the downtown area,
and a downtown Master Plan.
Art. 23. To see if the Town will vote to ratify the Conservation Commis-
sion's decision to purchase, in the name of the Town, certain real property
referred to as "60 Acres North of Cheshire Pond" being shown on Tax
Map 245, Lots 42 & 43, and Map 246, Lot 54, as authorized under RSA
36-A:4.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is an advisory vote. The Conserva-
tion Commission has the legal authority to purchase land for conser-
vation purposes without approval from the Town Meeting. They are,
first, required to hold a public hearing and receive permission from the
Board of Selectmen. The funds for the purchase will come from land
use change penalty fund and have no tax rate impact.
Art. 24. To see in the Town will vote to create an expendable trust fund
under the provisions of RSA 31:1 9-a, to be known as the Cemetery Trees
Fund, for the purpose of the care, maintenance, and removal of trees with-
in and around the Town's cemeteries, and to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 and to further authorize the acceptance of privately donated
gifts, legacies, and devises to be utilized for the same purposes, with the
Board of Selectmen and the Town Manager named as agents to expend.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: A town may at any annual or special
meeting grant and vote such sums of money as it deems necessary to
create trust funds for the maintenance and operation of the town and
any other public purpose that is not foreign to the town's institution
or incompatible with the objects of its organization. The town may
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appoint agents to expend any funds in the trust for the purposes of the
trust. An annual accounting and report of the activities of the trust shall
be presented to the selectmen and published in the annual report.
The Cemetery Committee has identified several large diameter trees
at each of the cemeteries which should they fall would damage ir-
replaceable headstones. The cost for the removal of these trees will
prove to be very expensive. This fund is proposed to be established to
plan for these expenditures.
Art. 25. To see if the Town will vote to accept as a town roadway the
construction and completion of approximately 2,200 feet of Fitch Road.
Approved by the Jaffrey Planning Board in June 2005 and as built to Town
specifications at no cost to the Town of Jaffrey. Submitted by Petition.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: One of the ways for a new road to be-
come a public road is that the Town Meeting must decide to "accept"
the road after it has been "dedicated" to the Town. It must meet all
Town road construction specifications as determined by the Planning
Board.
Art. 26. To see if the Town will vote to accept as a town roadway the con-
struction and completion of approximately 1750 feet of Lord View Drive.
Approved by the Jaffrey Planning Board September 10, 2002, as built to
Town specifications at no cost to the Town of Jaffrey. Submitted by Peti-
tion.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: One of the ways for a new road to be-
come a public road is that the Town Meeting must decide to "accept"
the road after it has been "dedicated" to the Town. It must meet all
Town road construction specifications as determined by the Planning
Board.
Art. 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6,966.25 for Monadnock Family Services, or take any other action relat-
ing thereto. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and
the Budget Committee.
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LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is a petition article which we receive
annually and which provides a community benefit to the residents of
Jaffrey and the Region.
Art. 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$17,000 to support HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community
Services to support the continuance of visiting nursing services being pro-
vided to the residents of Jaffrey. Submitted by Petition. Recommended
by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is a petition article which we receive
annually and which provides a community benefit to the residents of
Jaffrey and the Region.
Art. 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000 to help support the work of The Community Kitchen, Inc. in
Keene, NH. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and
the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is a petition article which we re-
ceive annually and which provides a community benefit to the resi-
dents of Jaffrey and the Region.
Art. 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,800 (three thousand eight hundred dollars) to Southwestern Communi-
ty Services, Inc., a private non-profit, multi-service, anti-poverty agency.
This amount represents 1 per cent of the value of services rendered to
Jaffrey residents from July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2006. Submitted by
Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is a petition article which we receive
annually and which provides a community benefit to the residents of
Jaffrey and the Region.
Art. 3L To see if the Town will vote to prohibit the taking of any prop-
erty for private or public use by the Town of Jaffrey through the eminent
domain process, except for water or sewer road frontage. Submitted by
Petition.
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LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Board of Selectmen have been ad-
vised by local legal counsel, that this article, if approved, would be
legally unenforceable due to conflicts with existing State laws.
Art. 32. To see if the Town will vote to go on record in support of effective
actions by the President and the Congress to address the issue of climate
change, which is increasingly harmful to the environment and economy of
New Hampshire, and to the future well being of the people of Jaffrey.
These actions include:
L Establishment of a national program requiring reductions of
U.S. greenhouse gas emissions while protecting the U.S. econo-
my.
2. Creation of a major national research initiative to foster rapid
development of sustainable energy technologies thereby stimulat-
ing new jobs and investment.
In addition, the Town of Jaffrey encourages New Hampshire Citizens to
work for emission reductions within their communities, and we ask our
Selectmen to consider the appointment of a voluntary energy committee to
recommend local steps to save energy and reduce emissions.
The record of the vote on this article shall be transmitted to the New Hamp-
shire Congressional Delegation, to the President of the United States, and
to declared candidates for those offices.
Submitted by Petition.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is an advisory article and holds
no force under the law.
Art. 33. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following:
"Vacancies on Town of Jaffrey Boards and Committees shall be ad-
vertised in the local newspapers and on the Town's website at least four
weeks prior to appointment by the Town Manager, Board of Selectmen, or
Chair of said committee. The purpose for which is to solicit volunteers".
Submitted by Petition.
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LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Board of Selectmen have been ad-
vised by the legal department of the Local Government Center, that
this article, if approved, would be legally unenforceable due to con-
flicts with existing State laws.
Art. 34. To see if the Town will vote to approve the formation of a five
member Ethics Oversight Committee to be appointed by the Town Mod-
erator and being diverse in political, gender, and vocation. Said committee
shall be responsible for update of the Town's code of ethics guidelines,
education of board and committee members, and act as a resource for ad-
dressing complaints or questions. Complaints addressed to the chair of
the Oversight Committee for fact finding and reported to the Board of
Selectmen. The scope of the committee shall include but not be limited
to conflicts of interest, public disclosure or misuse of confidential nature,
gifts, retaliatory actions, sexual or physical harassment, abuse of power,
inappropriate behavior, fairness, or violations of town and state ordinances
and statutes. Submitted by petition.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Board of Selectmen has been ad-
vised by the legal department of the Local Government Center con-
flicts with existing State statues. The committee could be established
as an advisory group to the Board of Selectmen although any advice
provided would be non-binding. The Committee is created would not
under statute have the authority to be an investigative entity. There are
several existing Statutes that address the issues raised in the article, as
well as the Town's Personnel Policy handbook.
Art. 35. To see if the Town will vote to separate the Town Manager's
Position from the Town Counsel's Position so as to eliminate any possibil-
ity of conflicts of interest. The position of Town Counsel shall be a "non
employee" of the town of Jaffrey, NH. Submitted by Petition.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Board of Selectmen have been ad-
vised by the legal department of the Local Government Center, that
this article, if approved, would be legally unenforceable due to con-
flicts with existing State laws.








BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF: JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISION OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1. 2007 to Deceniber 31. 2007
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1
.
Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed
on file with the Town Clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the above
address.
This is to certify thjit^his budget was posted with the warrant on the (date)
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign in ink.
^fihC,^ ri/\^L..4-A^^ -t-a*-^ ^^
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
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BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculation 10% Maximum Increase)
(RSA 32:18, 19, 32:21)
VERSION #3: Use if you have Collective Bargaining Cost Items & RSA 32:31 Water Costs "|
LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT: JAFFREY FISCAL YEAR END FY 2007
Col. A
1. Total RECOMMENDED by Budget Comm.





2. Principal: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 505,542
3. Interest : Long-Term Bonds & Notes 254,082
4, Capital Outlays Funded from Long-Term
Bonds & Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b
18,530,160
5. Mandatory Assessment -
6 Total exclusions (sum of row 2 - 5) (19,289,784)
7. Amount recommended less recommended
exclusion amounts (line 1 less line 6) 6,547,316
8. Line 7 times 10% 654,732
9. Maximum allowable appropriations prior to
vote (line 1+8)
26,491,832 CoLC
Col. B (Col. B - A)
10. Collective Bargaining Cost Items, RSA
32:19 & 273-A:1, IV (Complete Col. A prior to
meeting & Col. B and Col. C at meeting)
Cost items recommended
123,817
Cost items voted Ami. Voted above
recommended
1 1 . Mandatory Water & Waste Treatment
Facilities (RSA 32:21). (Complete Col. A prior
to meeting & Col. B and Col. C at meeting)
Amount recommended
18,530,160
Amount voted Amt. Voted above
::
—
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE APPRORIATIONS VOTED
At meeting, add Line 9 + Column C. $ 26,491.832
Line 8 plus any not recommended RSA 32:21 appropriations or collective bargaining cost
items or increases to cost items voted is the maximum allowable increase to budget
committee's recommended budget. Please enter this amount on the bottom of the posted
budget form, MS7, 27, or 37.
Please attach a copy of this completed supplmental schedule to the back of the budget form.
Page 2
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— Indefinite Delegation ofAuthority —
INDEFINITE DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY BY THE
TOWNTO THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN AND THE
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Prior to 1999, a number of articles appeared on the Town Warrant each year delegating
specific powers to the Board of Selectmen and the Library Trustees. These articles are usu-
ally referred to as "boilerplate articles." During the 1999 annual meeting,
Jaffrey's citizens voted (Articles 32-38) to "authorize indefinitely, until
specific recission of such authority" the Selectmen and the Library Trustees to
undertake various actions and, therefore, to no longer include these articles on future Town
Meeting Warrants. The Town of Jaffrey now has seven such warrant articles, which are
listed below for your reference:
1) ACCEPTANCE OF GRANTS
Shall the Town accept the provisions of New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated
(RSA) 31:95-b, providing that any town, during an annual meeting, may adopt an ar-
ticle authorizing indefinitely, until specific recission of such authority, the Selectmen
to apply for, accept, and expend without further action by the Town Meeting, unantici-
pated money from federal, state, or other governmental agencies or a private source
that becomes available during the year?
2) ACCEPTANCE OF GRANTS BY LIBRARIES
Shall the Town accept the provisions ofNH RSA 202-A:4-c, providing that any town,
during an annual meeting, may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific
recission of such authority, the Library Trustees to apply for, accept, and expend with-
out further action by the Town Meeting, unanticipated money from a federal, state, or
other governmental unit or a private source that becomes available during the year?
3) TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
Shall the Town accept the provisions ofNH RSA 33:7, providing that any town, during
an annual meeting, may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific recis-
sion of such authority, the Selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes?
4) ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS, LEGACIES, AND DEVISES
Shall the Town accept the provisions ofNH RSA 31:19, providing that any town, dur-
ing an annual meeting, may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific re-
cission of such authority, the Selectmen to accept on behalf of the Town gifts, legacies,
and devises made to the Town in trust for any public purpose, as permitted by this
statute?
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5) ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
Shall the Town adopt the provisions of NH RSA 31:95-e, providing that any town,
during an annual meeting, may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific
recission of such authority, the Selectmen to accept gifts of personal property that may
be offered to the Town for any public purpose? The Selectmen must hold a public
hearing before accepting such a gift, and the acceptance shall not bind the Town to
raise, appropriate, or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair,
or replacement of such equipment.
6) ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY BY LIBRARIES
Shall the Town adopt the provisions of NH RSA 202-A:4-d, providing that any town,
during an annual meeting, may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific
recission of such authority, the Library Trustees to accept gifts ofpersonal property that
may be offered to the Library for any purpose; provided, however, that no acceptance
of personal property by the Library Trustees shall be deemed to bind the Town or the
Library Trustees to raise, appropriate, or expend any public funds for the operation,
maintenance, repair, or replacement of such personal property?
7) TRANSFER OF TAX LIENS AND SALE OF TAX DEED PROPERTY
Shall the Town adopt the provisions ofNH RSA 80:80, providing that any town, during
an annual meeting, may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific recis-
sion of such authority, the Selectmen to dispose of property acquired by Tax Deed by
either conveying said property back to its original owner(s) for consideration equal to
all associated unpaid property taxes, interest, and expenses, or to sell said property at






— Audit Report —
Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street




To the Board of Selectmen
Tovm of Jaffrey, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, business-
type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Jaffrey,
New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 3 1 , 2005, which collectively comprise the Town's
basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents. These fmancial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America and the standards applicable to fmancial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
used and the significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We beheve that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the respective fmancial position of the governmental activities, business-type activities, each major fund,
and the aggregate remaining fimd information of the Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire, as of December
31, 2005, and the respective changes in fmancial position and cash flows, where applicable, thereof for
the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated March
3, 2006, on our consideration of the Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire's internal control over fmancial
reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and
grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing of
internal control over fmancial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing and not to provide
an opinion on the internal control over fmancial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part
of an audit performed in accordance with Govenmient Auditing Standards and should be considered in
conjunction with this report in considering the results of our audit.
The management's discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information on pages i-v
and 28-30, respectively, are not a required part of the basic financial statements but are supplementary
information required by accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. We
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have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of management
regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the required supplementary information.
However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the fmancial statements that
collectively comprise the Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire's basic fmancial statements. The combining
noimiajor fund fmancial statements are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the basic financial statements. The combining nonmajor fund financial statements have
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic fmancial statements and, in our
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EXHIBIT A
TOWN OF JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE















$ 3,079,176 $ 3,079,176
1,869,343 1,869,343
540,935 540,935
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$ 17,147,443 $ 5,843,001 $ 22,990,444
See accompanying notes to the basicfinancial statements
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— Audit Report —
EXHIBIT C




Sewer Facility Other Total
General Sewer Upgrade Permanent Governmental Governmental
Fund Fund Fund Funds Funds Funds
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents $ 3,055,614 $ 23,562 $ 3.079,176
Investments 24,822 $ 900,428 944.093 1,869,343
Taxes receivable, net 540,935 540,935
Accounts receivable, net 13,539 $ 236,109 13.490 263,138
Due from other governments 16,079 $ 790,382 13.335 819,796
Due from other funds 953,633 1,032,400 11,307 1,997,340
Prepaid expenses 51,683 51,683
Tax deeded property 125,068
$4,781,373
125,068
Total Assets $ 1,268,509 $ 790,382 $ 900.428 $ 1,005.787 $ 8,746,479
LIABILITIES
Accounts payable $ 181,057 $ 109,148 $ 495 S 290,700
Accrued expenses 54,234 1,255 55,489
Retainage payable 9,666 9,666
Deferred revenue 348,936 $ 112 895 349,943
Deferred bond premium 11.875 11,875
Due to other governments 2,157,400 2,157,400






Total Liabilities 856,621 $ 34.566 5,487,297
FUND BALANCES
Reserved for encumbrances 28,106 29,297 57,403
Reserved for special purposes 125,068 145,093 270,161
Reserved for endowments 878,369 878,369
Unreserved (deficit), reported in:
General fiind 34,626 34,626
Permanent funds 22,059 22,059






Total Fund Balances 1,265,972 900,428 971,221 3,259,182
Total Liabilities and Fund Balances $ 4,781,373 $ 1,268.509 $ 790,382 $ 900,428 $ 1,005.787
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of
net assets are different because:
Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial
resources and, therefore, are not reported in the ftinds
Property taxes are recognized on an accrual basis in the
statement of net assets, not the modified accrual basis
Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current
period and therefore are not reported in the ftinds. Long-term





Landfill postclosure care costs
Accrued interest







See accompanying notes to the basicfinancial statements
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— Audit Report —
EXHIBIT E
TOWN OF JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE






Due from other governments























Due to other ftinds















Invested in capital assets, net of related debt
Unrestricted
Total Net Assets





See accompanying notes to the basicfinancial statements
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— 2006 Trust Funds Report —
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— 2006 Report ofExpenditures —
DEPARTMENT APPROVED ACTUAL ENCUMB. BALANCE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE 199,255 204,314 (5,059)
ELECTION & REGIST. 75,888 75,835 53
HNANCE ADMIN. 162,743 154,559 8,184
PROPERTY RECORDS 26,947 33,161 (6,214)
JUDICIAL & LEGAL 35,000 104,135 (69,135)
PLANNING & ZONING 36,455 27,759 8,696
GENERAL GOVT BLDGS 20,978 21,628 (650)
CEMETERIES 28,665 33,391 (4,726)
POLICE DEPARTMENT 1,045,532 977,943 3,214 64,375
CONTRACTED SERVICES 45,000 26,506 18,494
HRE DEPARTMENT 248,927 266,044 (17,117)
BUILDING INSPECTION 49,985 55,725 (5,740)
EMERGENCY MGMT 1,101 350 751
PROSECUTION 141,614 145,251 (3,637)
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 806,129 709,729 40,275 56,125
BRIDGES 1,201 836 365
STREET LIGHTING 44,000 41,921 2,079
PARKS & COMMONS 20,450 23,953 (3,503)
RECYCLING/TRANSFER STA. 385,434 377,582 836 7,016
HEALTH DEPARTMENT 6,182 1,825 4,357
ANIMAL CONTROL 700 - 700
WELFARE 125,667 156.424 (30,757)
RECREATION DEPARTMENT 225,747 231,584 1,522 (7,359)
PUBLIC LIBRARY 238,887 242,523 (3,636)
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES 1,000 931 69
CONSERVATION 200 200
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 28,023 27,746 277
DEBT SERVICE 245,495 238,037 7,458
CAPITAL OUTLAY 235,000 169,227 65,773








70.052 71.758 - (1.706)
932.895 838.431 3.800
720.519 547.303 70.610 102.606
$6,205,671 $5,806,611 $120,257 $278,803
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— 2006 Summary of Inventory Valuation
VALUATION
Total Land Valuation $ 1 54,43 1 ,685
Total Current Use Valuation (breakdown below) 1 ,690,090




















Farm Land 1,129.70 $364,632




— 2006 Summary ofInventory Valuation —
FINANCIAL SUMMARY - TAX INCREMENT FINANCE
(TIF) DISTRICTS
Stone Arch Bridge Industrial Park TIF District
2006 Assessed Value $11,1 57,707
1 998 Assessed Value (TIF District created) $ 4.740.601
Captured Assessed Value $ 6,417,106
Revenue $141,112 (2006 tax increment)
Expenditures $ 73,231
Balance: $ 67,881 (Returned to the General Fund)
Downtown TIF District
2006 Assessed Vaue $2 1 ,723, 1 95
1 998 Assessed Value (TIF District created) $12.601.300
Captured Assessed Value $ 9,121,895
Revenue $200,590 (2006 tax increment)
Expenditures $ 96,025
Balance $104,565 (Returned to the General Fund)
TOTAL RETURNED TO THE GENERAL FUND $172,446
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— 2006 Tax Rate —
2006 TAX RATE
$21.99 PER $1000 VALUATION
EQUALIZATION RATIO = 89%
Town Rate Lx)cal School Rate State School Rate County Rate Total Rate






— Town Clerk —
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK FOR 2006
Motor Vehicle Registration, Municipal Agent fee,
Motor Vehicle Surcharge fee
total remitted to the Treasurer $829,908.27
total number of vehicles registered -6801
Dog Licenses
total licenses issued - 978
total remitted to the Treasurer $ 4,117.19
Building Permits
total remitted to the Treasurer $ 20,632.82
Pistol Permits and Parking Tickets
total remitted to the Treasurer $ 1,515.00
Town History Volumes
total remitted to the Treasurer $ 15.00
Land Fill Revenue
total remitted to the Treasurer $ 4,660.00
Dog Fines
total remitted to the Treasurer $ 2,600.00
Cable Franchise Fee
total remitted to the Treasurer $ 31,215.72
UCC, Marriage Lie. Fees, Certified Copy fees. Tax Lien fees, etc..
total remitted to the Treasurer $ 7,055.52






Prior Levies Prior Levies; Prior Levies
Uncollected Beg Year Year Year Year Year
2006 2005 2004 2003&Prior
Property Taxes xxxxxxx $ 424,079.71 $ 13.00
Downtown TIFT xxxxxxx $ 22,586.03
Stonebridge TIFT xxxxxxx $ 15,269.05
Land Use Change xxxxxxx $ 17,500.00
Water xxxxxxx $ 277,756.23 $ 1,244.57
Sewer $ 236,108.29
Taxes Committed xxxxxxx
Property Taxes - 3 1 10 $9,554,358.00 $ 2,227.00
PSNH-3110 $ 158,767.00
Downtown TIFT - 3110 $ 473,556.00
Stonebridge TIFT - 3130 $ 267,053.00
Land Use Change -3120 $ 232,680.00
Yield Tax -#31 85 $ 9,923.93
Excavation Tax - 3 1 87 $ 2,644.83
Water -3189 $ 821,518.86 $ 420.00
Sewer -3189 $ 730,565.87
Boat $ 14,143.86
Overpayments
Property Taxes - 3 1 10 $ 12,776.83
Water -3189 $ 472.02
Sewer -3189 $ 208.75
Refunds
$
$ 7,256.00 $ 4,812.74
Interest -Late Tax 3 190 $ 10,904.81 $24,309.78 $ 134.51 $ 4.42
Total Debits $12,296,829.76 $1,025,068.83 $1,379.08 $ 17.42
95




Prior Levies Prior Levies Prior Levies
Remittted to Treasurer Year Year Year Year
2006 2005 2004 2003&Prior
Property Tax $ 8,971,603.16 $299,362.68 $ - $ 13.00
PSNH $ 158,767.00
Downtown TIFT $ 434,978.97 $ 18,021.03
Stonebridge TIFT $ 251,280.09 $ 3,338.05
Land Use Change Tax $ 181,445.35 $ 11,000.00
Yield Tax $ 8,913.44 $ -
Excavation Activity @.02 $ 2,644.83 $ -
Water $ 538,773.73 $ 269,425.05 $ 564.03
Sewer $ 476,742.66 $ 222,147.22
Boat $ 14,143.86
Interest $ 10,904.81 $ 24,309.78 $ 134.51 $ 4.42
Conversion to Lien $ 135,524.36
Overpayments-prop $ 10,500.12
Overpayments-Water $ 74.88 $ 79.75
Overpayments- Sewer
Abatements
$ 27.29 $ 112.01
Property Tax $ 6,575.00 $ 2,228.29
Current Use $ 12,700.00 $ 6,500.00
Yield Tax $ 176.12 $ -
Water $ 2,108.45 $ 8,146.00
Sewer $ 1,622.43 $ 1,045.92
Current Levy Deeded
Interest in Lieu of Pymt





























Prior Levies Prior Levies Prior Levies
Uncollected Beg Year Year Year Year Year
2006 2005 2004 2003&Prior
Property Taxes xxxxxxx $ 424,079.71 $13.00
Downtown TIFT xxxxxxx $ 22,586.03
Stonebridge TIFT xxxxxxx $ 15,269.05
Land Use Change xxxxxxx $ 17,500.00
Water xxxxxxx $ 277,756.23 $1,244.57
Sewer $ 236,108.29
Taxes Committed xxxxxxx
Property Taxes - 3 1 10 $ 9,554,358.00 $ 2,227.00
PSNH-3110 $ 158,767.00
Downtown TIFT - 3110 $ 473,556.00
Stonebridge TIFT -3130 $ 267,053.00
Land Use Change -3120 $ 232,680.00
Yield Tax -#31 85 $ 9,923.93
Excavation Tax - 3 1 87 $ 2,644.83
Water -3189 $ 821,518.86 $ 420.00
Sewer -3189 $ 730,565.87
Boat $ 14,143.86
Overpayments
Property Taxes - 3 1 10 $ 12,776.83





Refunds 7,256.00 $ 4,812.74
Interest -Late Tax 3 190 $ 10,904.81 $ 24,309.78 $ 134.51 $ 4.42
Total Debits $12,296,829.76 $1,025,068.83 $1,379.08 $17.42
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— Treasurer's Report —
For the Period of January 1, 2006, to December 31, 2006
RECREATION REVENUE FUND
Balance as of January 1, 2006 7,946.17
Income 77,739.28
Interest 25.47
Bank Fee Credit 20.00
85,730.92
Expended (Town of Jaffrey) $66,615.36
Returned Checks 110.00
Bank Fee 8.00
Balance as of December 3 1 , 2006 1 8,997.56
BONDS AND SECURITY ACCOUNT




Expended (Released Security Deposits) $6,703.37
Balance as of December 3 1 , 2006 26,909.34
HELD EVIDENCE ACCOUNT





— Treasurer's Report —
Expended $33.00
Balance as of December 3 1 , 2006 $7,840.47
JAFFREY CONSERVATION FUND





Balance as of December 3 1 , 2006 $264,235.68
IMPACT FEE ACCOUNT





Balance as of December 3 1 , 2006 $37,88 1 .56
D.A.R.E. PROGRAM






— Treasurer^ Report —
Balance as of December 3 1 , 2006 $387.50
JAFFREY EQUITABLE SHARING FUNDS










— Alice Poole Fund —
ALICE POOLE FUND - 2006
As usual we made contributions to the annual Santa's House, Jaffrey
Women's Club Dental Program and the Jaffrey Food Pantry.
We sponsored nineteen young children at AIM summer camp offered by
the Jaffrey Recreation Department, and renewed a student loan and filled
two new requests for students going off to College.
We continue to purchase magazine subscriptions for the Good Shepherd
Health Care Center and provide small gifts to local residents living there.
Many of the elderly Jaffrey residents were remembered with small gifts,
usually in the form of gas cards and small checks.
Gift certificates for food orders were purchased from Market Basket and
certificates for clothing were purchased from Wal-Mart. The certificates
were distributed during the Holiday Season and at other times during the
year.
As usual, The Alice Poole Fund Committee continues to spend all of the
interest received from the Alice Poole Fund Trustees in accordance with
the will of Alice Poole.
Committee Members:
Randy 1 P. Coumoyer, Jr., Chairman





Alice Poole Fund —
i\i^i\^rj VY. ryjKjLjrj r ui^iu *^wivj ivii 1 1 iIjI;^ K.i^rUJK.1 - .iUUO
j
Beginning Balance, January 1, 2006 76.14
Receipts:
Student Loan Repayments 800.00
Trustees of Trust Funds 8,809.69
Total of Receipts 9,609.69
Total: 9,685.83
Disbursements:
Aid to families (gift card purchases) 4,800.00
Aid and gifts to elderly 3,056.89
(cash gifts & donations)
Bookkeeping supplies, stamps, cards, etc. 94.00
Student Loan 1,400.00
Total Disbursements 9,350.89
Ending Balance, December 3 1 , 2006 334.94
Total 9,685.83
Respectfully Submitted







— Board ofSelectmen —
We had a very busy year in 2006 with many activities and events. Of
course, we had our annual Town Meeting in March at which we dispatched
the essential elements of running our Town. The budgets for the Town,
Water and Sewer departments were accepted, warrant articles were dis-
cussed and voted and resolutions of remberence and thanks were passed.
Shortly after Town Meeting was adjourned, we were informed that Town
Manager Jon Sistare had been recalled to active and that he would be
deployed to Iraq for a yearlong assignment. Faced with what we are sure
will only be a short-term vacancy we looked within our own ranks to find
an individual to become the acting Town Manager. Randall Heglin, our
Department of Public Works Director, was afforded the opportunity to step
forward and he accepted. He has done a stellar job in Jon's absence and the
Town owes him a large debt of gratitude. While Randy was performing the
duties of the Town Manager Doug Starr, the Town's engineer, has taken
over the direction of the Department of Public Works and he has acquitted
himself admirably.
In September, a special Town Meeting was held to discuss and vote on a
bond to fund the construction of an advanced wastewater treatment plant.
This project has been pushed forward by an Administrative Order from
the Enviormental Protection Agency and the State of New Hampshire's
Department of Environmental Services. The Town has been under Ad-
ministrative Orders for the past 10 years. During these years, the Town
and its engineers have investigated and pilot tested a number of solutions
to comply with the requirements of the USEPA and NHDES discharge
permit effluent limitations. The plan submitted, we believed, was the best
resolution of our dilemma. The discussion and the debate revealed the fin-
est qualities of the Town. Thoughtful and intelligent questions were raised
and debated, consequences were weighed and analyzed. When the votes
were tallied the measure failed to receive the required 2/3 majority. From
the discussion and subsequent conversations with thoughtful citizens, we
investigated alternative methods of meeting the EPA's goals. At this point
in time because of the timeline established in the Administrative Order, we





Other activities this year include the beginning of the construction of the
new ball field at the Community Center site on Union Street. Area busi-
ness and individuals generously donated their time and equipment to get
the site leveled and the grass planted. The Water Department was busy
working on the construction of the redundant well at the Turnpike loca-
tion. That project is nearing completion and should be tested and available
this year. The water works received another upgrade in the form of the
River Street water main replacement. All went according to plan and the
project was successfully completed on time and on budget. Team Jaffrey
continues to enhance the downtown area business and foster a strong sense
of community with its successful programs such as the Scare Crows on the
Common and the summer long outdoor band concerts. And what would
summer in Jaffrey be without the Chamber's Festival of Fireworks! The
energy and good work of our citizens is what makes the Town of Jaffrey
such a wonderful place to work, live and raise a family. We, as your Select-
man, are proud to represent such a marvelous community.
Respectfully Submitted,




— Town Moderator —
REPORT OF THE MODERATOR
I am pleased to continue the practice, begun in 2005 of reporting to you,
the voters of the Town of Jaffrey.
The duties of the moderator are to "preside at town meetings; regulate the
business thereof, decide questions of order and make a public declaration
of every vote cast" (RSA 40:4). The moderator also oversees the elections
and, in Jaffrey, makes appointments to the Historic District Commission
and to the Budget Committee. The term of the moderator is two years.
Jaffrey has had the services of 36 moderators since Jonathan Stanley was
first elected in 1773. The longest serving moderator was Charles L. Rich
who served from 1886 through 1921. Many of you reading this will re-
member George H. Duncan, William Webster and Judge Jason Sawyer.
Judge Sawyer served from 1941 through 1969.
Since my election in 1990 I have tried to foster an environment that is
educational and comfortable for our voters, one in which they are encour-
aged to participate in this quintessential grass roots process. I have been
fortunate in having two excellent mentors: Superior Court Judge and long
time Jaffrey moderator Bernard J. Hampsey, Jr. and Rindge moderator,
David M. Tower who, I believe, is the longest serving moderator in the
state. I would be remiss if I didn't mention the endless assistance and
support I receive from both my assistant moderator Phillip J. Cournoyer
and our Town Clerk, Maria Chamberlain. I would also like to thank Rob
Stephenson for his ongoing efforts in helping to raise the awareness of the
importance of governance to our voters and our citizens.
I encourage voters to speak with me throughout the year with questions,
comments, and suggestions. Serving the town as moderator is, indeed, a
privilege.
Respectfully submitted.
Marc R Tieger, Moderator
Town of Jaffrey
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— Cemetery Committee —
REPORT OF THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE
THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE was
established in 1991 to advise the Town
on the operation, maintenance and pres-
ervation of Jaffrey's public cemeteries:
Conant, The Old Burying Ground, Cut-
ter, Cutter Extension and Phillips-Heil
(also the inactive cemeteries, Village and
Smallpox). It is composed of representa-
tives of the American Legion and Veter-
ans of Foreign Wars, the Historical Society, Coumoyer Funeral Home, the
Board of Selectmen and three appointed Members at Large. Town em-
ployees Doug Starr, Rick Forcier and Peachie Chalke assist the Committee
in its work.
CEMETERY STATISTICS FOR 2006
Old
Phillips Cutter Burying
Available Lots: Conant Phillips Heil Cutter Extension Ground
Burial (double) 358 81 33*







Cremation 4 1 3
Disinterment
*Section I only. Will be available for sale in 2007.
During 2006 the Committee met seven times with Town staff to discuss
operation, budget and maintenance issues. It also inspected all of Jaffrey's
cemeteries. Each cemetery is overseen by a member of the Committee.
This oversight involves inspecting the cemetery from time to time and
reporting on conditions and problems at Committee meetings.
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Cemetery Committee —
The Committee and the Department of PubUc Works were pleased to is-
sue in 2006 A Guide to the Public Cemeteries of Jaffrey, a brochure that
summarizes the Town's cemetery rules and regulations and answers some
of the questions that are most often asked by residents. Free copies are
available at the Town Office.
In the Fall, resetting and straightening of head- and footstones and lot
curbing and some stone repair in the Old Burying Ground, Cutter, Conant
and Phillips was undertaken by the Kaufhold Family Memorials & Stone
Works of Peterborough. Stone straightening was also done by volunteers
in the Old Burying Ground.
Another volunteer effort by members of the Committee and Town staff
was the summer start on the restoration of the iron fencing surrounding
John Conant's grave at the cemetery named for him. Two sections were
scraped and painted.
The first section of Cutter Cemetery Extension has been delineated and a
portion of the roadway has been constructed. Once further survey bounds
have been placed this spring, lot sales can commence. Those interested
should contact the Department of Public Works for details.
A new wood entrance gate for the Old Burying Ground was constructed
and installed by Andy Webber who kindly donated his labor and the ma-
terials.
On November 2nd the Committee and Public Works staff visited all cem-
eteries and removed all unauthorized materials from gravesites. This was
preceded by newspaper advertisements and signs posted at each cemetery.
This is now done annually after October 3 1 st.
The Committee looks forward in 2007 to 1) improving cemetery record
keeping including computerization; 2) continuing the restoration of the
iron fencing around John Conant's grave; and 3) finding ways and means
to remove several aged trees posing a hazard in the Old Burying Ground
and to maintain and replace trees in the Town's other cemeteries.
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— Conservation Committee —
REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Conservation Commission was established in accordance with Re-
vised Statutes Annotated (RSA) 36-A for the proper use and protection
of Jaffrey's natural resources and watershed resources. The Commission
provides a focal point within the town and Town government for envi-
ronmental concerns. The Commission may advise the Planning Board
and other local bodies on conservation matters. The Commission may
act more direcdy to protect natural resources, by acquiring land, either
outright or through easements, with the approval of the Selectmen. The
Commission may then manage these conservation areas. The Commis-
sion also manages designated Town forests.
The Commissioners were very busy in 2006 with educational outreach,
trainings, legislative efforts, and advisory to the Town boards and resi-
dents of Jaffrey. In addition to our 12 regular monthly meetings and pe-
ripheral agenda items, our activities this year included:
• For the fourth year in a row, three members attended the annual "Sav-
ing Special Places" conference in April where they learned about
additional tools to help conserve and manage natural resources to
benefit the community, including water resources (drinking water/
lakes/ponds/wedands), open space/vistas, and implications to tax base
and quality of life.
• Rolled out the recently (Nov 2005) completed Cost of Community
Services through introduction to the community at the library and
placing the study on the Town web-site.
• Continued efforts to complete a Natural Resource Inventory (NRI) of
town to aide in efforts to identify critical areas in need of protection
using evolving land use criteria. As part of the effort, the Commission
received a "Mooseplate Grant" (State Conservation Grant program) to
hire a professional ecological consulting firm to compile and update
the maps to be included in the Natural Resource Inventory.
• The Commission prepared a letter that was approved by the Selectmen
in support of efforts by the Town of Tamworth to prevent state legisla-
tion that would take away town review rights and allow a racetrack to
be built there without town approvals.
• Presented "An Evening On Agriculture" (Oct 3, 2006) hosted at the
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Conservation Committee —
Silver Ranch and featuring guest speaker Steve Taylor, Commissioner
of the State of NH Dept. of Agriculture. The successful event drew 40
attendees and was co-sponsored by the Monadnock Conservancy and
the Cheshire County Conservation District.
Met with interested residents and explored possibility of purchasing
and conserving 60 acre piece of land north of Cheshire Pond that was
identified as having very good potential for town recreational land and
possibilities for timber value and drinking water value. This project
was presented to the Selectmen in September and supported by them
as a commission acquisition (to be ratified at town meeting in March
2007).
Participated in the 2006 Riverfest in June, including members man-
ning an informational booth, raffling off a kayak and several other out-
doors- and nature-related items, and leading a Riverwalk nature tour.
Participated on the Rail Trail committee and provided support and de-
sign assistance to the Economic Director on the Town's Rail Trail.
Provided technical assistance to the Economic Director on overcom-
ing a DES Wetlands Permit issue by proposing a conservation ease-
ment and identifying and approaching a suitable land trust (Monad-
nock Conservancy) to hold the easement on Children's Woods.
One member continues to be active on the Contoocook River Advi-
sory Committee and one member is active as the Town representative
to the regional Monadnock Conservancy.
One member served on the Citizens Committee advising the Planning
Board on the Master Plan.
One member is participating on an ad hoc committee to explore alter-
natives to the proposed new wastewater treatment facility.
Three members have attended meetings in support of a citizen's com-
mittee to consider options for conserving rural character. This idea
was presented to the Selectmen in January 2007 and received their
support. The idea will be presented to the Planning Board (and poten-
tially result in an Open Space Committee).
Members attended various other events and workshops, including a
Rotary breakfast (program on water resources in Iraq), the Southwest
Regional winter meeting (Jan 2006), and a Biodiversity meeting held
by the Rindge Conservation Commission (and featuring Bluepoint
Ecological).
One member (with two DPW staff and one town water expert) at-
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tended a program held by DES in Concord, NH, focused on a how to
protect drinking water (May 2006).
In October, one member attended the annual Land Trust Alliance rally
held this year in Nashville (at personal expense) to learn about grant
opportunities, land use models, and tools to aid in towns' growth with-
out compromising natural resource protection.
One member attended a program in Concord, MA, at the Lincoln Land
Institute that focused on various tools for land conservation and pre-
serving rural character.
Interacted with Monadnock Conservancy on a variety of ventures, in-
cluding: participation in a study conducted by them on regional town
assistance needs in providing adequate services to town (e.g., mapping,
outreach, permit application review, statutory interpretation, land ac-
quisition, etc.); meeting with them on corridor planning; and working
with them on the DES wetlands mitigation conservation easement to
allow the baseball field to be built.
Donations by the Commission included a donation to the annual Envi-
rothon, a donation towards the water quality testing equipment for the
Contoocook River Advisory Committee, and co-sponsoring a student
to attend Wildwood Camp (Rindge).
Reviewed two timber harvest permits for conformance to local and
state laws.
Reviewed and provided feedback/approval to applicants/NHDES on at
least 6 wetlands applications, including the Monadnock Bible Confer-
ence (culvert replacements), improvements to the Conant High School
(new track facilities), Ray-tek (Rte 124 "Clover Farm" subdivision),
Town of Troy (water tank), Mr. George (single family home access),
and the Jaffrey DPW (road improvements).
Provided assistance and input to the Planning Board and ZBA on sev-
eral applications and attended associated site walks (e.g., addition to
residence on Webster St., request for fill on Highland Avenue, new
shed on Thomdike Pond, proposed subdivision in Mountain Zone on
Rte 124).
Provided assistance to the Town Building Inspector on several po-
tential wetlands setback violations (e.g., large fence on Gilson Pond,
terrace on Gilson Pond, new shed on Rte. 137, fill on 137).
Responded to 6 inquiries to protect private land as open space (Gilson
Pond, Sanders Road, Dublin Road, Lehtinen Road, Squantum Road,
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Cheshire Pond).
• Responded to several resident inquiries and requests for assistance
regardings wetlands, shoreline issues, and forest assessment (e.g., In-
galls Road wetland, beaver dam off Sanders Road, slide on Cheshire
Pond, dam on Frost Pond, timber on private land on Fitzwilliam Rd.,
and wetlands on Evergreen Ln.).
The members of the Conservation Commission look forward to another
productive year in serving the Town in 2007. We invite citizens to attend
our meetings and welcome feedback on our efforts. Thank you for your
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REPORT OF CONTOOCOOK AND NORTH BRANCH RIVERS
LOCAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CNBRLAC)
Here is a brief summary of our 2006 activities to protect tlie River as it
flows north through 14 New Hampshire border towns joining the Mer-
rimack in Concord.
RIVER QUALITY MONITORING: We continued chemical testing at
specific sites during the summer months using our new computerized elec-
tronic monitoring apparatus. In Jaffrey these sites are located at the R137
bridge and at Red Dam near R202. As in 2005, DES will analyze the data,
add it to the growing computer data base and issue its report to the border
towns. Our committee thanks the towns for their donations enabling pur-
chase of the new state-of-the-art water testing equipment.
DISPLAY AND POWERPOINT PROGRAM: We now have an educa-
tional power-point program about the River which is available for use by
town groups, civic clubs, libraries, schools or other interested groups. To
see the program, contact our website at www.cnbrlac.org
Also available, a DVD of the River in four seasons set to the music of
Vivaldi's Four Seasons. Contact Byron Carr of Hopkington to obtain a
copy. Both of these plus our 3-D model of the River watershed were dis-
played at our booth at Jaffrey Riverfest.
BUS TOUR: We offered an educational bus tour along the entire River.
This was well-received and we plan to repeat this in the summer or during
the fall foliage season.
MONTHLY MEETING ACTIVITY: The majority of our meeting time in-
volved helping towns consider the effects of increased building of private
residences and commercial development along the River and its tributar-
ies. Monitoring of dredge and fill applications often required our input.
We continue in the process of revising the 10-year update of the River
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management plan with the assistance of DES Rivers Coordinator, Steve
Couture.
SPECIAL NOTE: I would welcome inviting another interested Jaffrey
citizen to join our group as a volunteer Committee member. Many of the
towns have 2 reps. Contact Ron Rogstad (532-6332) for information.
Respectfully submitted,
Ron Rogstad, Jaffrey Representative
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REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
A major economic boost for our downtown in 2007 will be the redevelop-
ment of the Jaffrey Mill. The Mill building is the centerpiece of our down-
town, and for many years has been vastly underutilized. Work is scheduled
to be completed this year on the creation of 30 apartment units in the West
side of the building, while options for the redevelopment of the East side
of the building are actively being considered. The EDC has strongly sup-
ported developing the Mill to its full potential over the years, in an effort
to support the goal of a vibrant downtown area that will benefit the Town
as a whole.
Alongside the Mill building, a critical issue for our downtown area is de-
veloping a long-term traffic solution. The EDC took an active role this
year in encouraging the implementation of a bypass plan for downtown
that would include the construction of a second bridge crossing the Con-
toocook River, South of Main Street. Our downtown is only going to be
pedestrian friendly when we achieve traffic calming through proper road
design and increased traffic diversion flow from the downtown area. The
EDC will continue to work with several organizations in Town that are
committed to finding a solution to this important economic and quality of
life issue.
Only about 50% of TIF District revenues were spent on specific District
projects in 2006. The remaining 50% of revenues were returned to the
General Fund. Stone Arch Bridge TIF District did not fund any additional
projects in 2006, though Town water is still desperately needed in this
area. The EDC is hopeful that Stone Arch Bridge TIF District will be able
to start funding this work beginning in 2008. The Downtown TIF District
helped fund TEAM Jaffrey in 2006, as well as paying for engineering ser-
vices for the pedestrian enhancement project scheduled for construction
this year. The Downtown TIF District continues to pay off the Community
Center land bond, and will fund a comprehensive Downtown Master Plan
in 2007.
The Economic Development Council (EDC) is made up of business peo-
ple, community leaders, and local residents with an interest in promoting
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the economic vitality and growth of Jaffrey.
We look forward to the coming year and the opportunities it will present as
we proceed with ongoing projects and begin new initiatives to help sustain
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REPORT OF THE HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
The Jaffrey Historic District Commission was established by the citizens
in 1 969 to safeguard the heritage of Jaffrey Center by a) preserving a dis-
trict that reflects elements of its cultural, social, economic, political and
architectural history, b) conserving property values in the district, c) fos-
tering civic beauty, and d) promoting the use of an historic district for the
education, pleasure and welfare of the citizens.
In the year 2006, your Historic District Commission met 8 times to discuss
business relating to the Commission's ordinance to "regulate the construc-
tion, alteration, painting, moving, demolition, or use of the structures and
places" within the district. During the year there was one formal applica-
tion filed by the Jaffrey Center Village Improvement Society:
Application No. 88 - Centennial Park - Gate and Fence Replacement,
with a second stone retaining wall and pathway from Route 124 - AP-
PROVED
The Commission would like to extend its sincere thanks to the residents
and neighbors of the District for cooperating and considering the impact
any changes to their houses might have on the overall character of the
Historic District.
The Commission has expanded its focus from just the Jaffrey Center His-
toric District to the town as a whole through Jaffrey 's participation in the
Certified Local Government (CLG) program, a nationwide effort of the
National Park Service that is administered by the NH Division of His-
torical Resources in Concord. During 2006, the self-guided walking tour
pamphlet 'A Walk around Jaffrey Center' highlighting some of the histori-
cal & architectural points of interest funded from the 2005/06 CLG grant
was completed and printed. The Commission wishes to thank Robert B.
Stephenson for his fine work in researching, writing and producing this
guide. The preservation planning section of the grant was undertaken
by Preservation Consultant, Elizabeth Durfee Hengen. Ms. Hengen met
numerous times with the Historical Resources subcommittee of Jaffrey's
Master Plan Update as undertaken by the Planning Board. The completed
chapter and implementation guidelines will be included in the updated
2006 Master Plan. Another CLG grant (2006/07) has been received to
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continue the preservation planning and ordinance review process.
The Commission cosponsored the annual event of a reading of the Decla-
ration of Independence on July 4th at the Meetinghouse which was well
attended by Jaffrey residents as well as many people from surrounding
towns.
The Commission would like to thank the Selectmen's Meetinghouse
Committee for the continuing coordination and ongoing restoration of the
Meetinghouse.
All residents are reminded that the Historic District Commission's regu-
lar monthly meetings are held on the first Thursday of the month at 7pm.
Winter meetings are in the Town Office; summer meetings are in the Meet-
inghouse.
Respectfully submitted,
Janet S. Grant, Chairman
John Sanderson, Vice Chairman












Balance on hand January 1,2006 $ 7,862.46
Income
Wetherell Fund $ 1 5 ,000.00
Town Trust Funds $ 9,207.36
Gifts/Grants $ 1,398.71
To Replacements Account $ 517.65
From Other Library Funds
Amos Fortune Fund $ 299.98
Jean Bradford Page Fund $ 1 ,65 1 .53
Total Income Including Balance $ 35,937.69
Expenditures
Reimburse Town $ 25,000.00
From Replacements Account $ 864.58
Library Programs & Materials $ 5,561.29
Total Expenditures $3 1 ,422.87
Balance on Hand December 3 1 , 2006 $4,5 14.82
Library Funds
Jean Bradford Page Fund $27,151.19 $25,837.48
Bean Reading Room Fund $ 8,383.35 $8,948.12
Wetherell Fund $603,604.13 $610,333.87
Harrison Tweed Blaine Memorial Fund $1,432.12 $1,528.67
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES
This year our long time children's librarian Christine Tarrio resigned to be
a grandmother and to work part time at the Stephenson Library in Green-
field, NH. We will miss her and her enthusiasm for Children's Services.
We were very happy to welcome back Sheila Vanderhorst as our new
children's librarian. Sheila brings lots of experience to the position and
has some great programs planned for after school and during school vaca-
tions. Please stop in and welcome her. We would also like to congratulate
Marilyn Simons who this year completed 30 years of service to the Jaffrey
Public Library.
Visits to the library from area schools also increased this year and we are
very happy to see a renewed interest in our resources. These visits not
only introduce students to our library, they provide an opportunity for the
children to register for a card, and are often the first step in bringing whole
families in for a visit. The Jaffrey Grade School and the Jaffrey-Rindge
Middle School also participated in our book award programs for the Great
Stone Face Award and the Ladybug Award.
We had a wonderful time this summer with the Summer Reading Program
titled "Treasure Reading". If you saw a skull and crossbones on the build-
ing and people with eye patches and daggers entering and leaving it was
just our 120 members enjoying a few weeks of reading and pirate events.
Approximately 2,109 hour of reading was recorded. Quite an achieve-
ment!
Internet usage continues to increase. We have added two more public
use computers giving us a total of five on the main floor and two in the
children's area. Our wireless access is also still available to anyone with
a laptop and a wireless card.
The Friends of the Library continue to help us by fund raising and by
sponsoring various speakers, educational events, and the Summer Reading
Program. This year they joined with the Historical Society to present a
visit by "The Three Mill Girls". This presentation by Marcia Estabrook at-
tracted over 80 attendees. The Friend also hosted Michael Tougias and his
fascinating description of "400 miles down the Connecticut River". Both
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of these programs were funded in part by the NH Humanities Council and
due to their great success the Friends have more special program planned
for 2007. Our film series and our spring and fall book groups continue to
draw crowds.
We continue to receive many gifts and donations from community orga-
nizations and individuals. These gifts help us to add to our collection and
expand our resources and we thank the community for their generosity.
We will continue to provide Jaffrey with exceptional library service and
we thank you for your support.
Respectfully submitted,
C. Tuesday Wright, Chair Carolyn
Jalbert, Treasurer
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REPORT OF THE
MEETINGHOUSE COMMITTEE
THE MEETINGHOUSE COMMITTEE advises
the Town on matters pertaining to the use and main-
tenance of Jaffrey's historic Meetinghouse.
The Meetinghouse served as a venue for many
events between May and October: Amos Fortune
Forum (seven free lectures), Monadnock Music (two
free concerts), Downtown Concerts (relocations due
to rain), Conant High School's 14th annual Shake-
speare Festival, the 90th annual First Church Fair, events associated with
the Centennial of the Village Improvement Society (Historic Homes &
Gardens Tour, Musicale at the Meetinghouse, Line Dance with the Trim-
bles), and five weddings. Several Town boards and committees met in the
Meetinghouse one or more times, including the Board of Selectmen, Con-
servation Commission, Cemetery Committee, the Planning Board's Master
Plan Committee and the Historic District Commission. The Meetinghouse
was the scene of numerous other meetings, school group visits, historical
society tours, and such throughout the year. The Committee along with the
Jaffrey Historical Society, the VIS and the Historic District Commission
cosponsored the 6th annual reading of the Declaration of Independence
on the 4th of July. The Meetinghouse was again full and the 38 volunteer
readers did a marvelous job. All are invited to attend and participate.
The Committee made thorough inspections of the Meetinghouse on May
23rd and October 21st. Between the two dates a variety of projects were
undertaken, sometimes by members of the Committee and at other times
by volunteers or contractors: Inspection and servicing of the Town clock
(largely done by Charles Marvin); annual testing of the fire alarm sys-
tem; and the usual touch-up interior painting. One of the soiled stage cur-
tains was replaced. The north fa9ade was to have been painted in 2005
but weather caused this to be postponed until June 2006, the work being
done by Windmill Hill Painting. But the largest project by far was the
painting of the Tower from ground to weathervane, a task not done since
1992. This was undertaken in the Fall by a J&D Painting and Restoration,
a steeplejack company specializing in churches. The cost was met by a
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Town Meeting warrant article that was voted in 2005, supplemented by a
'Mooseplate' grant from the State of New Hampshire. The job took nearly
a month to accomplish and we are hopeful it won't have to be repeated for
some years.
For the first time in many years a Christmas tree was installed on the Com-
mon and a lighting ceremony with caroling was held on December 3rd.
This was a welcomed addition to the setting of the Meetinghouse with its
window candles, and it is expected that it will repeated annually. Another
seasonal outdoor event this year was a May Day celebration with Morris
Dancing teams and a May Pole set up on the Common.
The major project next season will be the exterior painting of the south
fa9ade which has been contracted to Wright Painting.
The calendar for next season is beginning to fill. Other than the usual
events, one wedding and one contra dance have already been booked.
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REPORT OF THE MONADNOCK ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Monadnock Advisory Commission was created by State Statute and is
charged to advise and guide the Department of Resources and Economic
Development on the management of State lands on Monadnock, Gap and
Little Monadnock Mountains.
A new lease agreement was signed in 2006 by the Society for the Protec-
tion of New Hampshire Forests and DRED's Division of Parks relative
to lands on Monadnock. While the bulk of the document is similar to the
previous agreement, some changes are specific to accomplish goals out-
lined in the Monadnock Master Plan. The most significant change was that
profits collected above costs at the Old Toll Road would be placed in an
account held by SPNHF dedicated to expenses at other trailheads. Antici-
pated expenditures are for trailhead improvements, parking lots, portable
toilets and trail projects as agreed to by DRED and SPNHF in consultation
with the Monadnock Advisory Commission.
At the May 1 1th meeting, Jaffrey Selectman Frank Sterling requested con-
sideration by the Division of Parks for assuming responsibility for the
dam which impounds Poole Reservoir within Monadnock SP Headquar-
ters. While expanding recreational opportunities by using the reservoir
for such might sound attractive, Director of Parks & Recreation Allison
McLean explained the difficulties involved. State acquisition of ownership
of existing dams is controversial due to costs of routine maintenance and
subsequent liability. Additionally NHDES dam maintenance account has
gone unfunded by the state legislature.
Groundbreaking took place on November 22nd at Gilson Pond for the new
family campground. Once completed it will replace the family campground
at Park Headquarters, where only youth group camping will remain.
State law allows the Commission to accept donations. MAC is a primary
funding source for search and rescue supplies and equipment. This year
we received a generous donation specified for trail blazing and signage.
Monadnock State Park Manager Andrew Zboray reported annual day use
attendance at 68,342
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at headquarters, 10,025 at other trailheads. The fall foliage period '06 was
near record levels that continued with fair weather right into December, a
welcome complement to the much needed revenue stream. Camping lev-
els remain constant.
Commission Members:
Ann Royce, Chair- Jaffrey
Official Representatives or Designees:
Fred Richardson-Jaffrey
Allison McLean- Director of Parks & Recreation
Ernie Linders- Marlborough




Andrew Zboray- State Park Manager,Secretary
Betsey Harris-Dublin
George Bald- Commissioner of DRED
David Adams- Troy




REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
A total of 23 applications were submitted to the Planning Board during
2006:
A. Site Plan Reviews - 10 site plan review applications were
submitted. (9 were granted and 1 was not accepted).
B. Subdivisions - 13 total subdivision applications were submitted;
2 minor (both were granted), 2 major (1 was granted, 1 is pending)
and 9 technical (8 were granted and 1 was not accepted). Note the
major subdivision approved was an industrial subdivision
which was allowed under our Interim Growth Management
Ordinance.
The number of applications before the Planning Board was down 15%
from the 2005 year. This indicates a downward trend, for example in the
years 2003, 2004 and 2005 the number of applications submitted was 34,
35 and 27 respectively. The two probable reasons the number of applica-
tions has decreased over previous years are the enactment of our Interim
Growth Management Ordinance and the slow downs being experienced in
the new construction and real estate segments of our economy.
On November 14th 2006 our Interim Growth Management Ordinance,
a.k.a. IGMO, expired exactly one year after being voted on by the citizens
of Jaffrey. By law the maximum length of time an IGMO may remain in
effect is one year. This ordinance was allowed under RSA 674:23 because
the town was in the process of updating its master plan.
Throughout the year the Town continued working with the Southwest Re-
gional Planning Commission, a.k.a. SWRPC, for the purpose of updat-
ing our Master Plan. To facilitate this process the Planning Board cre-
ated a special subcommittee, namely the Master Plan Subcommittee. The
Subcommittee was chaired by Ed Merrell who worked tirelessly to keep
the process moving forward and on target. Other members were Don Ma-
clsaac, Richard Grodin and Tom Doane whose hard work and dedication
is both noted and appreciated. The function of the Subcommittee was to
act as a liaison between the Planning Board, the SWRPC and the Citizens
Master Plan Committees. A special thank you to all the citizens of Jaffrey
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who became involved and helped make the update process successful. In
all, over thirty citizens made significant contributions of time, energy and
intellect. It speaks well of Jaffrey that so many people were willing to be
involved. Thank you all.
Looking forward to 2007, the Board will be finalizing work on the Master
Plan update and will vote on its approval in January. Then the Board will
begin revising the Land Use Plan and other regulations to appear on the
ballot in March of 2008.
Any resident with an interest in serving on the Planning Board should
contact me. Applicants will be considered by the Board, pending final ap-
proval and appointment by the Board of Selectmen.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael J. Shea, Chairman











REPORT OF T.E.A.M. JAFFREY
This past year, 2006, was a year of
partnerships and collaborations for
TEAM Jaffrey. The four TEAM
committees and Board of Directors
worked in numerous ways, joining
with the Jaffrey Chamber of Com-
merce, many civic organizations and
the town government to encourage
our citizens to discover new ways
to become involved with and visit
their downtown. Whether it was
building scarecrows, making Christ-
mas swags, sitting in the cab of the
town's new fire truck, having dessert on the lawn of the United Church of
Jaffrey or picking up trash on the rails to trails, we offer everyone a chance
to become part of the TEAM. It takes many hours of volunteer time and the
support of numerous businesses and sponsors to make our Main Street and
Downtown district the vibrant and renewed place is.
TEAM Jaffrey is excited about our downtown's future. This coming year
will see many changes, which will offer many new and exciting possibilities
for the citizens of Jaffrey. There is still work for everyone to join together
to continue and finish and the volunteer possibilities are many. Many of
the activities that the volunteers of this organization undertake and support
have become part of the fabric of this community's life, such as the flowers
downtown, the summer concerts, the family events throughout the year, the
spring clean up, the holiday greenery, as well as physical improvements to
the downtown. Next time you see these things happening, stop and chat with
us. Oh and feel free to jump right in and get involved. This year we will be
inviting you to come and visit with us, drop in for coffee and find out who
we are.
TEAM Jaffrey belongs to the people of the Town of Jaffrey and we would
like to thank you for supporting our endeavors.
"Together Everyone Accomplishes More"
Respectfully submitted
















































— Jaffrey-Rindge Memorial Ambulance —
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC TOTAL
FPC 2 5 4 5 6 2 2 1 4 4 7 2 44
Rindge 19 8 18 18 20 22 18 25 37 22 31 22 260
Jaffrey 55 59 78 50 50 51 47 46 51 57 34 36 614
Mutual Aid 1 1 5 1 4 4 7 1 4 28
Abdominal pain 3 5 3 1 4 5 3 4 6 5 5 4 48
Allergic reaction 1 1 2 1 1 1 7
Assault 2 1 2 1 1 1 3 11
Behavioral 1 6 2 3 2 3 5 1 23
Breathing diff. 11 5 10 9 13 2 11 15 8 9 5 8 106
Cardiac arrest 1 1 1 1 4
Chest pain 10 8 18 9 3 6 8 5 6 6 5 4 88
CVA 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 11
Details 1 1 2 1 1 6
Diabetic Emerg. 2 5 1 3 2 2 4 4 1 2 26
Emerg. Trans. 1 1 1 2 5
FALSE 3 2 1 1 7
First Response
Heat/cold 1 1 2 2 1 7
Hemorrhage 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 11
Injury/pain 13 7 7 10 11 7 3 8 6 5 6 2 85
MVA 6 12 12 2 7 10 6 9 11 7 10 7 99
No trans. 6 20 20 18 15 20 14 20 21 21 20 20 215
Non-emerg. Trans 3 1 1 5
Ob/gyn 1 1 1 3
Overdose 2 1 5 2 1 1 3 6 4 3 2 30
Public assist 1 4 2 4 1 2 2 16
Req. Mutual Aid
Seizures 5 2 4 2 4 1 3 4 2 3 2 32
Sick/other 8 9 13 13 17 18 17 12 18 24 7 18 174
Standby 4 3 4 5 2 1 5 2 1 27
Trauma 10 5 11 7 2 8 8 9 10 7 10 6 93
Untimely Death 2 1 1 1 1 6
Total 2006 calls 77 73 102 75 80 75 71 78 93 83 72 64 943
Total 2005 calls 84 73 68 67 69 61 74 74 74 74 84 84 886
Total 2006 hrs. 366 268 435 332 324 314 325 322 425 312 256 280 3959
Total 2005 hrs. 353 300 201 272 276 231 305 297 340 340 403 403 3721
Total number of hours for ambulance calls = 3959
Estimated number of hours for training/cont. ed. = 591
Total hours for 2006 = 4550
Total amount to maintain ambulance service = $ 246,926.27
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
In 2006, the Zoning Board of Adjustment received 27 applications result-
ing in the following decisions:







The Zoning Board of Adjustment hears appeals from any order, require-
ment, decision or determination made by an administrative official, and
we administer special provisions in the ordinance dealing with variances
and special exceptions.
The Board meets on the first Tuesday of each month when there are re-
quests to be heard. Each applicant must provide the Town with a list of
abutters so they can be notified of the hearing by certified mail. Prior to
any scheduled hearing, a notice is printed in a local newspaper of general
circulation. The public is welcome to attend Zoning Board of Adjustment
meetings. Citizen input is encouraged and appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
James DuMont, Chairman
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REPORT OF THE TOWN MANAGER
In early 2006, the Town was notified that Town Manager Jonathan Sistare
was being called up to active duty in the US Army to serve our country in
Operation Iraqi Freedom. While Jon is honoring the ideals of the Country,
activities on the home front continued at a brisk pace.
On May 16, 2006, 1 assumed the duties of Acting Town Manager which is
an extremely daunting task. The Town continued to face many challenges.
Probably the most vexing challenge is the wastewater treatment facility. A
special Town Meeting was held in September to authorize the construction
of this large project. The project did not get the necessary 2/3 votes. The
meeting was attended by officials of the USEPA and NHDES who listened
and saw firsthand the potential effect of this project on the Town. The
Town and its consultants were charged to look further at the design and
bring forth a project at a reduced capital cost, as well as a reduced opera-
tions and maintenance cost. The Town was also charged to investigate
other alternatives to constructing a new facility. The Town and its consul-
tants worked diligently to address these concerns. The issue will again be
before the voters at the March 2007 meeting. In the interim, the USEPA is
foregoing further enforcement action for the Town's noncompliance with
the Administrative Order.
Work continued this year addressing the drinking water issues facing the
town. The redundant well adjacent to the Turnpike production well is un-
der construction. The pumping rate at the Contoocook well is in the pro-
cess of being increased as the impact of the cyanide plume in the aquifer
has been determined. We also saw significant improvements in the River
Street area with the replacement of the water main. We continue to ex-
plore the Town in search of a new supply. Two locations were investigated
for feasibility as a public water supply, both of which have preliminarily
been shown as feasible
This past year we saw movement on the Jaffrey Mill Project. The renova-
tion of this complex to 30 low and moderate income apartments will be a
positive addition to the downtown area. The Downtown saw the addition
of businesses and successful Team Jaffrey projects throughout the year
such as the River Pest and Concerts on the Common. These community
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functions are often overlooked or taken for granted but are truly assets to
the Town.
Also in the downtown, we saw the construction of the Community Center
ball field coordinated by the Recreation Department and made possible
through the generous efforts of Robert Van Dyke and numerous volun-
teers.
It also needs mentioning that though generous private donations and labor
coupled with assistance from the Town, the Contoocook Beach area has
been transformed to an inviting summer destination. The landscaping and
other improvements were badly needed and greatly increase the aesthetics
of the area.
At this time I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen, fellow employ-
ees and especially the staff at the Town Office for their invaluable assis-
tance provided to me since I assumed this temporary position. Addition-
ally, I would like to express my sincere appreciation to the many residents
of Town who have provided kind words of support.
We all anxiously await the safe return of Jonathan Sistare from his duties
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REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR
2006 Quarterly Reports
Bulding permits issued during 2006 catagorized as follows:
Residential
|
1'' Qtr 1 2"' Qtr
\





4 ; 4 13
Bams 11 1
i
2 1 1 5
Decks/Porches 4 : 8 : 1 H 23








Houses 11 7 : 8 3 19




Remodeling/Donners 2 1 10 1 5 5 22
Sheds/Outbuilding 2\ 4 1 8 1 15

















4 | 2 8
Totals 20 1 60 i 50 i 23 153
The building department followed up on 22 complaints.
Submitted by:
David Baron, Building Inspector
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The Jaffrey Fire Department responded to 288 calls for service in 2006.
With an increase of 52 calls for service from the previous year Motor Ve-
hicle Accidents still topped the list followed by Mutual Aid to Surrounding
Communities and Automatic Alarms:
Classifications Total Calls by Percentage of Calls
Classifications by Classification
Assist other Agency (Police, Ambulance) 24 8.33%
Automatic Alarm 46 15.97%
Brush Fires 4 1.39%
Service Calls 20 6.94%
Chimney Fire 5 1.74%
Carbon Monoxide Investigations 3 1.04%
Hazardous Material Incidents 9 3.13%
Investigation 42 14.58%
Landing Zone Set-ups 2 0.69%
Mutual Aid to Surrounding Communities 53 18.40%
Motor Vehicle Accidents 56 19.44%
Structure Fires 10 3.47%
Non-Structure Fires 3 1.04%
Rescue 6 2.08%
Vehicle Fire 5 1.74%
2006 Total Calls for Service 288 100.00%
In 2006 seven Firefighters received the Jaffrey Chamber of Commerce
Pride Award allowing them enroll in an EMT Class and became certi-
fied as Emergency Medical Technicians. Five Firefighters received their
Firefighter II Certification and the Fire Department continued to train on
a monthly basis. The Fire Department has 24 active members with one
Firefighter serving our country on Military Leave. Of the 24 Firefighters
8 are Firefighter I Certified, 15 are Firefighter II Certified and of the 24
Firefighters 14 are Certified as Emergency Medical Technicians.
The Fire Department is asking the voters to support our request for funds
for the 2nd year lease payment on the New Fire Engine 2 that was put into
service in August of 2006 and the warrant article for funds to refurbish
Fire Engine 1. We are hopeful that the voters will support both warrant
articles which will allow the department to continue to provide superior
Fire Protection and Emergency Services. We are also asking voters to sup-
port the warrant article to place funds in the Capital Reserve Fund to help
meet the ever increasing cost of fire apparatus and emergency equipment
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in the years to come. We feel that this will be in the best interest of the
community and the taxpayers.
The Fire Department would like to thank the town for voting to appropri-
ate the funds to install the Fire Apparatus Exhaust Ventilation System last
year. The Vent System was installed in August and has made a difference
in the air quality in the Fire Station. We would also like to thank all the
citizens, groups, businesses, individuals and fire departments who have
helped us out in one way or another in times of need over the past year.
The Fire Chief and Assistant Fire Chief would like to recognize and thank
the members of the Jaffrey Fire Department, our families and those of our
fellow firefighters for their continued dedication and support. A BIG thank
you to The Jaffrey Firefighters Co. Inc. for your continued support with
fundraising and donations of Fire and Emergency Equipment.
REMEMBER TO TEST AND CHECK YOUR SMOKE
DETECTORS AND
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REPORT OF HEALTH OFFICER
The health officer responded to 36 calls in 2006. The breakdown is as
follows:
Failed septic systems 3
Perc tests witnessed 16
Daycare inspections 4
Foster care inspections
Water tests at beaches 5
Health violations by landlord or tenant 1
Dog bites 1
Cat complaints 1
Investigated report of unsanitary living
Conditions
Food service complaints
Overflowing dumpster complaint 1
Investigate foul odor 1
Dead animals removed 2
Asbestos removal reports
Tenant complaint, lack of heat
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR


























Library Services and Programs
Reference Questions Answered 2,003
Materials Borrowed from Interlibrary Loan 955
Materials Loaned to other Libraries 804
Internet Use 3,116
Use of Meeting Room 222
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REPORT OF THE JAFFREY POLICE DEPARTMENT
I think it fair to say that 2006 was a unique year in many ways for the Jaf-
frey Police Department, not all of which were positive or favorable. One
of the issues having a substantial impact on the department, however, was
not unique to this year. For the third year in a row personnel shortages cre-
ated challenges to our staff on a number of levels.
By the beginning of February we were operating 3 patrol positions short.
Add to that open shifts created from vacation, training or sick days. This
resulted in as many as 10 to 13 open shifts on some weeks to be covered,
all from a drastically reduced patrol staff. I think it worth mentioning that
sick time taken by this group of officers was roughly half of what it has
averaged in prior years.
Both line officers and support staff responded to the needs of the depart-
ment in a remarkable and admirable way. I would like to make use of
this space to publicly express my appreciation for the contribution made
by all our staff in covering those many extra shifts and the added burden
each took on in doing so. It was through this service that our department
continued to provide the coverage and services that the people of Jaffrey
have come to expect.
My appreciation also extends to the families of our officers. Their sacrifice
was no less costly or meaningful as nights, weekends and holidays were
spent without their sons, husbands or fathers.
I would like to acknowledge the support and encouragement our depart-
ment received from town administrators and from the community as a
whole. It became clear to me that we were not in this endeavor alone and
that many recognized the difficult circumstances under which we were
operating.
Fortunately, two new officers were hired during the course of the year
and they are already having a positive and welcome impact. When our
third position is finally filled we look forward to once again being able to




As often happens when times are busy and demands on concentration and
focus are high, certain milestones pass by without receiving proper rec-
ognition. Service to our community is worthy of that recognition. In 2004
two members of our police family retired from their position as crossing
guards. Dominick Arceci retired at the end of the school year after 6 years
of service. Bertha Bourque also retired after serving from September 2,
1979 until October of 2004. 25 years of standing at school street crossings
in weather conditions ranging from blistering summer heat to bitter winter
winds all in order to see generations of Jaffrey children safely to and from
their schools. Bertha and Dominick, we thank you for those years of ser-
vice and wish you a long, healthy, happy and well deserved retirement.
Finally, it is the goal of the Jaffrey Police Department to provide a safe
and secure environment within which residents and visitors alike can live,
work, travel and play. Let us know how we're doing. Stop in at the station,
send a letter or email me at oswaltw@townofjaffrey.com. I look forward
to hearing from you.
Lt. William J. Oswalt
Acting Chief of Police
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REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
INCIDENT-BASED STATISTICS CITATIONS ISSUED
Aggravated Assault 5 Citations 649
Arson 4 AVERAGE SPEED 53 mph
Bad Checks 10 AVERAGE SPEED LIMIT 36 mph
Bomb Scare AVERAGE OVER LIMIT 17 mph
Burglary/Breaking and Entering 18
Counterfeiting/Forgery 25 Warnings 2,466
Curfew/Loitering 3 AVERAGE SPEED 50 mph
Disorderly Conduct 18 AVERAGE SPEED LIMIT 36 mph
Driving under the Influence 48 AVERAGE OVER LIMIT 14 mph
Drugs/Narcotics Violations 38
Drunkenness 13
False Pretense/Swindle 34 PARKING VIOLATIONS
Family Offenses (nonviolent) 2
Forcible Fondling 1 All Night (Winter Ban) 42
Incest 2 Blocking Driveway 3
Intimidation 16 Fire Lane
Kidnapping/Abduction 1 No Parking Area 15
Larceny (Other) 15 Other 21
Liquor Law Violations 34 Overtime 2
Motor Vehicle Theft 5 Sidewalk 2
Robbery TOTAL TICKETS PAID 75
Runaway 3 TOTAL TICKETS UNPAID 11
Shoplifting 6
Simple Assault 70
Statutory Rape 5 CASE ACTIVITY STATISTIC TCTAL
Stolen Property Offenses 10
Theft from a Motor Vehicle 20 Arrests (Total) 424
Theft from a Building 7 Arrests (Juvenile) 106
Traffic, Town By-Law Offenses 203 Arrests (On View) 190
Trespass of Property 9 Arrests (Summons) 126
Vandalism 79 Arrests (By Warrant) 104
Weapon Law Violations 1 Offenses Committed 825
All Other Offenses 122 Open Warrants 10
Total Pistol Permits Issues 53 Protective Custody 22
RESTRAINING ORDER STATISTICS OTHER CALLS FOR SERVICE
Total Orders Issued 27 Alarm Calls 190
Total Orders Open 6 Animal Complaints 268
Total Orders Vacated 3 911 Calls 93
Total Orders Expired 18 Fingerprinting Requests 143
Domestic Disturbance 56 Domestic Situation 86
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REPORT OF THE PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Cemeteries/Parks and Commons Division: In 2006, the Town continued
contracting out landscaping maintenance activities to a private contrac-
tor. This was the result of re-bidding this work at the end of 2005. The
Town performed 14 full-body and cremation burials. The staff assisted
and participated with the Cemetery Committee in the review and updating
of the cemetery regulations and publishing A Guide to the Public Cemeter-
ies of Jaffrey. Staff also assisted the Committee with beginning work on
the Cutter Cemetery expansion delineating the first section constructing a
portion of the road. A cemetery cleanup day was held on November 2nd to
remove materials from gravesites that do not comply with the regulations
and improve the general appearance of the facilities.
Highway Division: The Highway Department reconstructed or resurfaced
over 1.25 miles (6,300 feet) of roadways in 2006. Wet weather delayed
commitments by paving contractors and some work was deferred to 2007.
Full reconstruction did occur on Eastwood Drive, Proctor Road and Row-
ley Circle with resurfacing taking place on Union Street. We also assisted
the Fire Department in paving of a landing area at the cistern on Old Sha-
ron Road and corrected drainage problems on Gilmore Pond Road and
Grove Street. The Town was again spared the second year of flooding
that occurred in the region last May. Heath Road does continue to be an
area of concern where the 6' culvert under the roadway has been unable
to handle the flow and water during flooding events and was very close to
overtopping the roadway. We also initiated an annual program to season-
ally lower Contoocook Lake (at the Contoocook Lake Dam) by 1 8" each
fall at the request of the homeowner's association to allow dock mainte-
nance. In addition to the above projects, the Highway Crews performed
maintenance on over 64 miles ofTown roads (including 20 miles of gravel
road). The highway crew assisted other Departments throughout the year
including the Water, Sewer, Recreation, Fire and Police. Mechanic Dave
Kemp was recognized by the Selectmen for 15 years of service to Jaffrey
and with assistance from Highway staff, maintained and kept operational
the Town's vehicles. In addition to maintaining highway vehicles, over
240 hours of labor was expended maintaining Fire, Police, Water, Sewer,
and Recreation Department vehicles and equipment.
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Wastewater Division: The wastewater treatment plant processed approxi-
mately 211.4 million gallons (average 579,000 gallons per day) of waste-
water in 2006. The Town continued working towards compliance with an
Administrative Order originally issued by EPA in 2004 and amended in
February, 2006 requiring the town to comply with stringent effluent stan-
dards by completing a significant upgrade to our treatment system by Sep-
tember 30, 2008. The water quality standards the town must comply with
will prevent degredation of the Contoocook River. To comply with the
Order, the town designed an advanced treatment facility and advertised the
project for competitive bids in July, 2006. Only one (1) bid was received
and the project failed to receive the necessary two-thirds vote at a Special
Town Meeting held on September 9, 2006. Following the Special Town
Meeting, the town asked EPA for an extension to the compliance schedule
but EPA denied the request but allowed the town to proceed another vote
at the March, 2007 Town Meeting. In the meantime, the town and its con-
sultant have reviewed the construction documents and projected operating
costs to identify areas where costs could be reduced. The project has been
advertised again and bids are due on February 15, 2007. It is anticipated
that more than one competitive bid will be received in a better bidding
climate this time. In addition the town and consultant also evaluated al-
ternative systems (including de-centralized and land disposal) that were
discussed at the Special Town Meeting and began a socio-economic study
looking at the financial impacts of the project on the community. Aquarion
Operating Services of Auburn, NH completed their second year of con-
tract operation of the sewer facilities under a three year contract that was
as a result of a comprehensive Request for Proposals issued in 2004. As
part of their normal operations, Aquarion completed cleaning of approxi-
mately 5 miles of sewer mains and inspected 26 manholes. This was the
second year of a three (3) year program addressing fully one-third of the
sewer collection system each year. During 2006, there were 15 callouts
for sewer related problems. The Department in conjunction with Insitu-
form Technologies, video inspected and cleaned about 5,200 linear feet of
sewer main on Fitzgerald Drive and Main Street (Jaffrey Center), identi-
fied deficiencies and authorized rehabilitation in 2007 utilizing a "trench
less" cure-in-place liner system. This system provides a rehabilitated pipe
more cost effectively than using the conventional dig and replace method.
There remains a significant Inflow and Infiltration (I/I) problem in the col-
lection system and we continue to address extraneous I/I as it will become
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expensive to treat especially once the new facility is on-line. In January,
2006, a new trailer mounted bypass pump was delivered which will allow
the Town a means to bypass any of the five pump stations and the Hadley
Road head works in the event of a pump failure.
Water Division: The Department produced approximately 114 million
gallons (average 312,329 gallons per day) from two groundwater wells
and provided potable drinking water to approximately 1 ,530 accounts in
Jaffrey and Rindge. Hydrant repair and replacement continued with the
replacement of three hydrants. Hydrants were flushed twice during the
year (spring and fall) and thanks to an Eagle Scout project all of the town's
hydrants were painted (red). The River Street water main replacement
project was awarded to Park Construction. The project was completed and
included replacement of old 6 inch water main with 1,600' of 12" ductile
iron water main on River Street to Gilmore Pond Road, 2,370' of new 8"
ductile iron water main from Gilmore Pond Road to the end of the project
beyond Lacy Road and also included installation of 300' of new 8" duc-
tile iron water main on Adams Street . The project did include 500' of 8"
HDPE pipe that was installed by means of directional drilling in the wet
area adjacent to River Street south of Adams Street. Five (5) hydrants
were replaced and four(4) new hydrants installed. One hundred ninety-six
(196) residential and commercial water meters were installed or replaced
and an additional 76 radio read units installed. In 2005, an engineering
consultant, Tighe & Bond, was chosen and design work and permitting
began on the optimization of the existing supplies including the redundant
wells and further investigation of the cyanide impacting the Contoocook
Well to determine if the pumping rate can be increased. We received DES
approval to increase the Contoocook Well pumping rate. The redundant
Turnpike well was installed and is expected to be operational in early
2007. The NHDES continues to investigate the perchlorate contamination
impacting the Mud Pond groundwater site being developed by the Bark-
ing Dog Water Company. The Water Department took delivery of a new
utility pickup truck.
Engineering Division: The Town Engineer provided assistance to all DPW
departments as well as other town departments. In May, 2006 the Engi-
neer assumed the position of Acting Director as well following the nam-
ing of Director (Randall Heglin) as Acting Town Manager. Support was
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provided to the Planning Board by reviewing several subdivision plans
and inspecting development projects such as Fitch Road and Clover Farm.
The Engineer is also coordinating the activities related to the implemen-
tation of the water projects and resolution if the wastewater issues. The
Engineer also coordinated engineering design and bid documents for the
Mountain Stream dam sluice gate replacement project. Assistance was
provided the Recreation Department with permitting, layout and bid docu-
ments for the new baseball field on Union Street.
Solid Waste/Transfer/Recycling Division: Material received and pro-
cessed at the Transfer Station in 2006 included the following approximate
amounts: 998 tons compactor waste, 660 tons bulky waste including con-
struction and demolition debris, 214 tons recycled material (plastics, paper,
corrugated), and 207 tons light iron, 6 tons of aluminum, 352 televisions,
computer monitors and microwaves, 2 trailer loads of tires (about 5,550
tires), 1,580 gallons of waste oil, 49 propane tanks, 2 tons of batteries, and
238 Freon containing items.
The Department continues to address operational and environmental rec-
ommendations presented by the Board of Selectmen's citizen advisory
committee in 2004. Plans to cover and improve the bulky waste drop off
area and replace and insulate the transfer station roof are incorporated in
the Town's Capital Improvement Plan. In 2006, the road serving the trans-
fer station was paved. Also in 2006, the Board of Selectmen recognized
Janet "Peachie" Chalke for twenty years of service the Town of Jaffrey.
The issue of dump stickers remains a sensitive issue for many folks. The
staff is checking for valid stickers and while most residents are coopera-
tive and respectful, we occasionally have unpleasant experiences.
We continue to process commodities through the Northeast Resource Re-
covery Association, which competitively bids commodities and insures
the best prices for their members. Following is a summary of the materials
processed at the Transfer Station.
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Summary of Processed Materials
||
Material
FY 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005 FY 2006
Amount Amount Amount Amount
Household waste
(compactor)
997.0 tons 1016.7 tons 1007.6 tons 998.1 tons
Bulky waste (C&D) 733.0 tons 662.6 tons 606.4 660.5




1 trailer load 2 trailer loads
Plastics - #2 Clear 4,445 lbs 4,540 lbs 4,780 lbs 6,700 lbs
Plastics - #2 Mixed 4,305 lbs 4,190 lbs 4,020 lbs 3,200 lbs
Plastics -#1 PET 5,065 lbs 10,660 lbs 11,600 lbs 19,460 lbs
Mixed Paper
(Newspaper, Magazines)
37.5 tons 127.5 tons 155.6 tons 168.0 tons
Corrugated Cardboard 58.6 tons 49.5 tons 49.6 tons 31.5 tons
Aluminum 4.13 tons 4.67 tons 3.24 tons 6.0 tons
Light Iron 231.93 tons 265.2 tons 185.8 tons 206.9 tons
Used Oil 680 gallons 1050 gallons 950 gallons 1,580 gallons
Batteries 12.4 tons Not Available 2.4 tons
Freon Containing Items 148 units 163 units 238 units
Propane Tanks 153 units 52 units 49 units
Televisions, Monitors &
Microwaves
200 units 313 units 352 units
Note: The totals above do not
total will be reflected in
reflect the trailer load of recyclables that went to market on January 2, 2007 ( this
FY 2007 totals). The Jaffrey fiscal year (FY) runs from January through December.
Respectfully submitted,
Doug Starr, Town Engineer/Acting Director




REPORT OF THE PARKS AND RECREATION
DEPARTMENT FOR 2006
The Parks and Recreation Department recently concluded a very produc-
tive and exciting 2006. At Contoocook Beach, a major renovation began
thanks to local resident Tonya Albee. Tonya secured funding, volunteers,
and materials to give Contoocook Beach a much needed facelift. Thanks
to the Department of Public Works, we added much needed sand to the
beach also. Check it out this summer! We also made improvements at
Thorndike Pond, with a renovation of the picnic shelter and new swim
area markers. The Shattuck Park Trust Fund was utilized for this project.
Rails to Trails was further enhanced this past summer with routine mainte-
nance and the installation of five new benches. At Humiston Field, roofing
was replaced on the garage housing equipment. The big news occurred at
the new Community Center site, as we finally were able to start construc-
tion on the new ball field! Thanks to a dedicated effort by another local
resident. Bob Van Dyke and Van Dyke Construction, we were able to clear
the area and make it ready for sod and infield mix. Van Dyke Construction
donated over $ 20,000 in materials and labor to make this happen. After
a dedicated group of 46 volunteers spent a Saturday in October cleaning,
digging, cutting, and hauling it was time to put the sod down. October 27
was the big day, as 14 volunteers worked all day to lay 30,000 square feet
of sod! In all, volunteers from elementary school age to senior citizens
donated over 290 hours in 2006 to work on our "Field of Dreams". There
is still much to do, but we will be playing on the field in the Spring of
2007!
This was also a busy year for our Monadnock Seniors as Janet Sullivan,
our senior's trip coordinator, offered 12 trips to everywhere from Hawaii
(eleven participants went on an 11 day trek to San Francisco and Hawaii)
to Boston! Other new trips in 2006 were to Disney's Beauty and the Beast
Show, Canterbury Shaker Village for an Antique Car Show, a Disney Live
Magic Stage Show in December, Vertical Dreams (indoor rock climbing),
and the New England Aquarium.
This past year we offered a new special event, with the inaugural Jaffrey
Mini Triathlon on Sunday July 16. The event featured a swim in Con-
toocook Lake, biking from Woodbound Inn to the boat launch in Rindge,
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and finishing with a bike ride along Rails to Trails to the new Community
Center site. What a great event! We had approximately 20 participants
and hope to expand in 2007 with a limit of 50 participants. Start training
now! We accept individuals, or you can put together a team of three and
each complete one leg of the triathlon. We also offered extended care for
children involved in the Summer Program, making it easier for working
parents.
This past Fall saw the return of the popular Halloween Haunted Hay Ride,
as the weather cooperated. Thanks to our dedicated volunteers from JRMS,
Conant, Franklin Pierce, and Jaffrey Residents we had a great event. Next
year marks the 10th Anniversary of the Haunted Hay Ride and we will be
bringing back the top scenes from the past so if you have any favorites let
us know!
We look forward to 2007 and working with YOU, the people that make
our facilities and programs so successful. There's so much to do as we
complete the new ball field, improve and maintain facilities, research new
activities and programs, and continue to provide support to town and other
local agencies. Thanks again to all our supporters and volunteers for ev-
erything you do for our community. Thanks also to our hard working
staff; James Golisano, Alan Morris, Caren Lewis, Karen Morris, & Janet
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2006 RECREATION PROGRAMS AND PARTICIPATION




AIM Summer Program Extended Care *
Antique Car Show
Beauty & The Beast Show *
Big "E" Trip
Boy's Babe Ruth Baseball
Boy's Babe Ruth Baseball Tournaments
Canterbury Village Antique Car Show *
Christmas Craft Fair







Emerald Valley / Silver Valley Basketball
Fall Soccer
Fall Swim Lessons
Foster's Downcast Clambake Trip
Fun Day Monday Six Flags Trip *
Girl's Babe Ruth Softball & Tournaments
Halloween Haunted Hay Ride
Halloween Window Painting
Halloween Party (elementary school)
Spring Training Baseball Program (April)
Ice Skating Rink
Jaffrey/Rindge Marlins Swim Team (1)
Ketchum's Kicker's Soccer Camp
Manchester Monarchs Hockey Trip *
Mickey's Magic Show *
Mini's Summer Program
Monadnock Senior's Club
New England Flower Show Trip
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Open Volleyball (2)
Pat's Peak Ski Program
Pitch, Hit & Throw Baseball Camp (August)
Pure Shot Basketball Camp
Rye Airfield Skate Park Trip
Ragged Mountain Ski Trip
Roller Skating @ Pratt Auditorium (3)
Santa's Letters & e-mail
Saturday Morning Basketball
Senior Trips (Twelve)
Sleigh Rides @ Silver Ranch *
Spring Break Trips
Spring Swim Lessons
Sunday Morning Basketball (4)
Sunday Afternoon Volleyball (5)
Summer Swim Lessons at Contoocook Lake
Thorndike Pond Attendance




Special Thanks to these hard working volunteers:
(1) Marge Clarke-Kevan coordinates this program
(2) Nancy Stone coordinates this program
(3) Jaffrey Friends of Recreation coordinates this program
(4) Nick Hill coordinates this program






















REPORT OF THE REGIONAL PROSECUTOR
Our partnership with the Town of Peterborough with regard to the Regional
Prosecutor's Office continues to be successful and 2006 proved to be another
active year. Actual statistics have shown a slight increase in activity over
2005, with each department contributing commensurate with their respective
appropriations.
Our legal assistant, Amy St. Cyr continues to ensure that the office operates
smoothly and Atty. Jessica Schlamp was extremely beneficial while covering
for me while I was on several weeks of personal leave.
In addition to our prosecutorial function, our office participated in the Conant
High School Student Mentoring Program and the Con-Val High School Stu-
dent Intern Program which was a rewarding experience for us and hopefully
for the students as well.
Our office also receives a limited amount of income through the collection
of discovery fees. In 2006 our income was equally generated by cases from
each department.
The statistical breakdown is as follows and includes cases open, pending, or
closed out in 2006:
JAFFREY 2005 2006
728 735
[Of the 735 cases, 196 were minor traffic cases, 474 were criminal and 65
were juvenile.]
Income = $ 825.00
PETERBOROUGH 2005 2006
529 565
[Of the 565 cases, 160 were minor traffic cases, 372 were criminal and 33
were juvenile.]
Income = $ 825.00
Total income = $ 1650.00
Respectfully submitted,
Richard Carpenter, Jr.
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Date Names Place of




















































































This information is provided by Vital records in Concord, New Hampshire.
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BIRTHS FOR 2006
Date Name Parents Place
Jan 03 Mercy Olivia Bethany Needham Keene
Needham Andrew Needham
Jan 03 Aubrie Rosana Elizabeth Hendrickson Peterborough
Hendrickson Heath Hendrickson
Jan 07 Lilianne Rose Weibel Heather Tullio Keene
Tullio Thomas Tullio
Jan 11 Connor Henry Jaime Rivard Peterborough
Rivard David Rivard
Jan 13 Zachary Evan Amy Ogert Peterborough
Ogert William Ogert
Feb 07 Ryan James Melinda Houle Peterborough
Houle Robert Houle
Feb 10 Joel Arius Colleen Trammell Peterborough
Trammell Joel Trammell
Feb 10 Isaiah Michael Megan Barker Peterborough
Barker Christopher Barker
Feb 18 Layla Jade Misty Heebner Keene
Heebner Carl Heebner
Mar 03 Thomas Matthew Katherine Harvey Peteborough
Harvey Thomas Harvey
Mar 19 Harold Ernest Susanne Doremus Peterborough
Doremus Nathan Doremus
Mar 20 Brody Ryan Cheryl McClelland Peterborough
McClelland Timothy McClelland
Apr 05 ^ Eli Walter Rachel Sawyer Peterborough
Sawyer Alfred Sawyer
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Date Name Parents Place
Apr 15 Kayla Marie Amanda Castricone Keene
Castricone James Castricone
May 12 Ezekiel David Autumn Sullivan Nashua
Sullivan David Sullivan
Jun02 Lucy Elizabeth Sadie Jackson Peterborough
N
Jackson Bradley Jackson
Jun08 Julia Michelle Terri Theriault Keene
Theriault Jason Theriault
Jun 18 Natalie Rae Courtney Lambert Peterborough
Lambert Brock Lambert
Jul 16 Jonah Darby Margot Kopp Peterborough
Kopp Darby Kopp
Jul 16 Alexander Robert Tammy Cummings Peterborough
Cummings Robert Cummings
Jul 24 Anna Grace Elizabeth Luksha Peterborough
Luksha Chris Luksha
Aug 03 Elizabeth Anne Elysia Devens Peterborough
Devens David Devens
Aug 04 Annabella Kiley Sarah Tuccelli Peterborough
Tuccelli Michael Tuccilli
Aug 04 Amelia Kachadoorian Sarah Tuccelli Peterborough
Tuccelli Michael Tuccelli
Aug 07 Amarah Jean Rebeccah Lapinsky Peterborough
Lapinsky Stephen Lapinsky
Aug 19 Jason Lantz Elizabeth Washburn Peterborough
Washburn Nicholas Washburn
Aug 20 Diego Eduardo Maria Menjivar Nashua
Menjivar Jose Menjivar
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Date Name Parents Place









































































Deaths Reported in 2006
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Jaffrey Board of Selectmen
















Cheshire County District 7
Incorporated: 1773
Origin: In 1749 this tenitory was chartered as Monadnock Number 2, sometimes
called Middle Monadnock or Middletown. it was one of the fir^t towns established
under the New Hampshire proprietors' purchase of undivided lands under the
Masonian daim. The grant was renewed in 1767, and the town incorporated in
1 773 as Jaffrey, in honor of George Jaffrey, member of a prominent Portsmouth
family. Both his father and son were named George, and all three served as
treasurer of the province. George Senior held the position when the state was
still under Massachusetts rule. George ill also served as proprietors' clerk, and
was a life trustee of Dartmouth College, pnjvkJing the design for the official
college seal.
Villages and Place Names: Hadley, Jaffrey Center, Squantum
Population, Year of the First Census Taken: 1 ,235 residents in 1 790
Population Trends: Population change for Jaffrey totaled 2,576 over 50 years,
from 2,911 in 1950 to 5.487 in
2000. The largest decennial
percent change was a
30 percent increase between
ChMhIrt County
is:: 185-: iro uao isa z>x »3
1970 and 1980, followed by a 24 percent increase over the next decade.
The 2005 Census estimate for Jaffrey was 5,71 1 residents, which ranked
58th among New Hampshire's incorporated cities and towns.
Population Density, 2005: 148.7 persons per square mile of land area. Jaffrey contains 38.4 square miles of land
area and 1.8 square miles of Inland water area.
COPYRIGHT 2006 Economic & Labor Market Information Bureau, NH Employment Security. All Rights Resent. Updated 06/22/06
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Type of Government















Appointed: Planning; Zoning; Library, Conservation;
Economic Dev






















Public Access Television Station
High Speed Internet Service: Business
Residential
Fulltime



















2005 Total Tax Rate (per $1000 of value) $20.62
2005 Equalization Fiatio 93.1
2005 Full Value Tax Rate (per $1000 of value) $19.26
2005 Percent of Local Assessed Valuation by Property Type
Residential Land and Buildings S8.2%
Commercial Land and Buildings 9.7%
Public Utilities, Current Use, and Other 2.2%
2005 Total Estimated Housing Units 2,51 5
2005 Single-Family Units 1,684
Residential Pennits, Net Change of Units 19
2005 Multi-Family Units 663
Residential Pennits, Net Change of Units










Population by Age Group
Under age 5
Age 5 to 19
Age 20 to 34
Age 35 to 54
Age 55 to 64
















Educational Attainment, population 25 years and over
High school graduate or higher 83.7%
Bachelor's degree or higher 24.0%
i\HNytia.tNcbiiii^i99t;^:v
Per capita income





Median Earnings, full-time, year-round wori^ers
Male $35,349
Female $26,773











1995Annual Average Covered Employment
Goods Producing Industries
Average Employment 1,108
Average Weekly Wage $606
Service Providing Industries
Average EmpkjymenI 785
Average Weekly Wage $328
Total Private Industry
Average Employment 1,893
Average Weekly Wage $490
Government (Federal, State, and Local)
Average Emptoymenl 307
Average Weekly Wage $504
Total, Private Industry plus Government
Average Emptoyment 2,200
Average Weekly Wage $492
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Schools students attend: Gradas K-12 are part of Jaffrey-Rlndge Cooperative (Jaffrey, RIndge) District SAD 47
Career Tedinology Center(s): Region 14 Applied Technology Center, Petertrarough Region: 14
Educational Facilities Elementary Middle/Junior High High School
Number of Schools 11 1
Grade Levels PK1-5 M 9-12
Total Enrollment 443 356 495
NH Licensed Child Care Facilities, 2006: Total Facilities: 6 Total Capacity: 132
Nearest CommunityH'echnical College: Nashua; Manchester
Nearest Colleges or Universities: Franklin Pierce; Keene State; New England; Antloch New England
Millpore Corporation Industrial filter
Jaffrey-Ringe School District Education
TFX Medical, Inc. Medical tubing
DD Bean & Sons Paperbook matches




Johnson Abrasives Coated abrasives



























Road Access US Routes 202
State Routes 124, 137
Nearest Interstate, Exit 1-91 (VT), ExK 3; Everett Tpk., Exits 7 - 8
Distance 32 miles; 33 miles
Railroad No
Publk: Transportation No
Nearest Public Use Airport, General Aviafion
Jaffrey - Sliver Ranch Runway 2,982 fl turffasphalt
Lighted? Yes Navigation Aids? Yes
Nearest Airport with Scheduled Service
Manchester-Boston Regional Distance 44 miles
Number of Passenger AiriinesSen/ing Airport 8
Driving distance to select cities:
Manchester, NH 42 miles
Portland, Maine 138 miles
Boston, Mass. 75 miles
New York City, NY 234 miles
Montreal, Quebec 274 miles
O0MMimNQjoi(MilS|3ai^5' Spji^XSensi^Mifeifif'
Workers 16 years and over





Worked at home 5.5%
Mean Travel Time to Work 22.7 minutes
Percent of Working Residents:
Working in community of residence 43%








Tennis Courts: Indoor Facility
X Tennis Courts: Outdoor Facility






X Youth Organizations (i.e., Scouts, 4-H)
X Youth Sports: Baseball
X Youth Sports: Soccer
Youth Sports: Football







X Cross Country Skiing
X Beach or Waterfront Recreation Area
Overnight or Day Camps
Nearest Ski Area(s): Pat's Peak
Other Historic district; Monadnock State Park
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